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FAMILY TRAGEDY: Rel-
atives of passengers 
aboard EgyptAir Flight 
MS804 weep at Cairo 
International Airport. 
The airliner, which took 
off from Paris, crashed 
into the Mediterranean 
on May 19.
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Sudden 
Death
Ahmad Wal,  

Pakistan— 
Residents gather 

around a vehicle hit 
by a drone strike 

on May 21 in which 
Afghan Taliban chief 
Mullah Akhtar Man-
sour was believed to 
have been traveling. 

President Barack 
Obama said Man-
sour was killed in 

the strike. Mansour 
had been appointed 

leader of the Taliban 
last year following 

the death of Mullah 
Omar, who was also 

killed by a U.S. drone 
strike in Pakistan.
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Home-
coming
Abuja, Nigeria— 
Amina Ali Darsha 
Nkeki, a Nigerian 
schoolgirl rescued 
after over two 
years of captivity 
with Boko Haram 
militants, shows her 
child to President 
 Muhammadu Buhari 
on May 19. Nkeki, 
who is now 19, was 
among the first of 276 
girls abducted in April 
2014 by Boko Haram 
from a Chibok school 
to be found. She was 
discovered in a forest-
ed area in the vicinity 
of the school, and 
she said that some of 
her classmates had 
died in captivity, her 
doctor told the Asso-
ciated Press. At least 
219 of the Chibok girls 
remain missing.

AFOLABI SOTUNDE
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Standing 
Their 
Ground
Fort Lauderdale, 
Florida—Democratic 
presidential candidate 
Hillary Clinton hugs 
Sybrina Fulton, moth-
er of Trayvon Martin, 
who was fatally shot 
by neighborhood 
watch volunteer 
George Zimmerman 
in 2012, before giving 
a May 21 speech at 
a conference of the 
Circle of Mothers, for 
women who have lost 
children to gun vio-
lence. Zimmerman, 
who was acquitted 
of manslaughter 
charges, auctioned 
the gun that killed 
Martin for $250,000, 
drawing criticism that 
he was profiting from 
the tragedy.

JOE RAEDLE
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AHMAD AL-RUBAYE

In the 
Trenches
Fallujah, Iraq—Iraqi 

pro-government 
forces, consisting 
of special forces, 

soldiers, police, militia 
forces and pro-gov-

ernment tribesmen, 
advance toward the 

city on May 23 as part 
of a major assault to 
retake Fallujah from 

the Islamic State 
militant group (ISIS). 

Prime Minister Haider 
al-Abadi announced 

the start of operations 
in the middle of the 

night, following weeks 
of escalating violence 
and bombings by ISIS 

that have killed over 
a hundred people 

and wounded many 
more. Fallujah was the 
scene of deadly battles 

during the U.S. occu-
pation and is likely to 

prove a tough fight for 
government forces.
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boys’ school, the two men have lived lives 
frequently in tandem—moving on to Oxford 
University and later to politics, and generally 
supporting each other. Both are highly compet-
itive and were confident they had what it took 
to become prime minister. Cameron got there 
first; Johnson became mayor of Britain’s cap-
ital. For years, the relationship between these 
arch-frenemies has been the most fascinating, 
if slow-moving, story in British politics. 

On February 21, shortly before Ashcroft’s party, 
the tension that had been building for decades 
between these two privileged members of the 
British elite finally became a public battle—one 
whose outcome will likely decide the next leader 
of the world’s fifth-largest economy, and one of 
America’s most important allies. Johnson publicly 
declared he would be campaigning for Britain to 
leave the European Union, in direct opposition  
to Cameron, who called the referendum but is 
backing the Remain campaign. 

Johnson’s announcement—on the issue that 

THE FOUR YOUNG women who make up the 
string quartet Bond hoisted their electrical 
instruments and threw themselves into a rendi-
tion of one of their hits. Looking on from their 
dinner tables in the ballroom of the Grosvenor 
House Hotel on this mid-March evening were 
500 of the most powerful figures in Britain. They 
had come to celebrate the 70th birthday of bil-
lionaire philanthropist Lord Michael Ashcroft, 
a former deputy chairman of Britain’s ruling 
party and a Conservative Party donor. There 
was no sign, however, of the most powerful per-
son in the party—British Prime Minister David 
 Cameron. He and the host had fallen out. 

Cameron had let it be known that he would con-
sider it an act of disloyalty for government minis-
ters to attend the festivities. Many stayed away. 
But there, seated at the top table, was another 
powerful Conservative, Boris Johnson. 

Johnson had already alienated Cameron, 
whom he once called a friend. Since they first 
met at Eton, Britain’s most prestigious  private 

BROMANTIC TRAGEDY
Friends and rivals for years, David 
Cameron and Boris Johnson are in 
open warfare over Britain and the EU

BY  
ISABEL OAKESHOTT

 @IsabelOakeshott
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+
PEERS: “I’ve sensed 

Boris thinking:  
He’s taller, he’s bet-

ter-looking,” says 
 one person who 

knows both. “But 
then there are times 
when Cameron looks 

at Boris and thinks: 
My God, the guy’s  

a magician!”



than what is best for our country.” Johnson, who 
is a member of Parliament (MP) and ended his 
second and last term as mayor on May 5, sat in 
the second-to-last row of benches, listening to his 
old friend. Cameron’s clear implication was that 
Johnson’s decision was based not on principle but 
on political calculation; about 130 Conservative 
MPs, the corps that will choose two candidates to 
be the party’s next leader, are in favor of Britain 
leaving the EU and are more likely to support a fel-
low Euroskeptic. (The party membership, which 
is even more anti-EU than the Conservative par-
liamentarians, votes on the two candidates.)

Relations between the two men have only 
worsened since then. In an interview with 
Glamour magazine published on May 3, Cam-
eron explained how things stood between them. 
“I’m still friends with Boris,” he said, “just per-
haps not such good friends.”

Cameron and Johnson have been friends for 
more than 30 years, but it has never been an 

14NEWSWEEK 0 6 / 0 3 / 2 0 1 6
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has repeatedly divided the Conservative Party 
over the past three decades—added personal 
drama to the historic decision facing the British 
electorate on June 23: whether to remain part of 
the economic and political bloc that formed in 
the wake of two catastrophic wars in Europe to 
bring peace and prosperity to the continent. The 
contest between Johnson and Cameron will result 
in either the defeat and possible resignation of a 
sitting British prime minister or a potentially fatal 
blow to the ambitions of Johnson, who may be the 
most intellectually capable and popular British 
politician of his generation. 

“The last thing I wanted was to go against 
David Cameron or the government,” Johnson 
told reporters on February 21, the day he made 
his public declaration. 

The next day, Cameron hit back—and made his 
counterattack personal. Speaking in the House 
of Commons, the prime minister said, “I am not 
standing for re-election; I have no other agenda 

WIN-WIN: Even 
if Johnson is on 
the losing side of 
the referendum, 
it may not hurt 
his chances of 
becoming prime 
minister as many 
Conservatives will 
think he was on 
the right side of 
the argument.
+
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easy relationship. At school, Cameron looked up 
to Johnson, who is two years older and was then 
one of the most brilliant and charismatic boys at 
Eton, which has educated 19 British prime minis-
ters and countless Cabinet ministers. Being two 
years apart and in different boarding houses at a 
very large school, Cameron and Johnson did not 
know each other well. It was not until they were 
at Oxford—and were both in the notorious, upper-
class and all-male dining society known as the 
Bullingdon Club—that they became friends. 

Both men grew up in wealthy families. By 
upper-class English standards, Johnson’s family 
is unconventional; his paternal grandfather was 
half-Turkish, and on his paternal grandmother’s 
side he is related to many of the royal families of 
Europe—and to Cameron. They are eighth cous-
ins. Though he also has blue-blooded lineage, 
Cameron’s family is, for the most part, of unre-
markable if generally privileged British stock. 

Johnson’s childhood was somewhat chaotic. He 
was born in New York, and his bohemian parents, 
Stanley and Charlotte, were constantly moving—
to Oxford, London, Brussels, Connecticut and 
Washington, D.C., studying and pursuing vari-
ous careers. By contrast, Cameron—
also one of four siblings—could not 
have come from a more conventional 
background. The son of a stockbroker, 
he grew up in a historic rectory in the 
Berkshire Downs. His was a childhood 
of set family mealtimes, horse riding, 
swimming in the family’s private pool 
and playing tennis on their own court. 

At the age of 13, Cameron went to 
Eton. Johnson was already there, excelling in 
English and classics, and hugely popular. It is 
still a source of great pride to him that he was a 
“KS”—a band of 13 or 14 particularly intelligent 
boys from each year at Eton who were known as 
King’s Scholars. In his final year, the headmaster 
appointed him head boy, a position known at Eton 
as “Captain.” Cameron was less of a social and 
academic star at Eton. “Although I was in several 
of the same ‘divs’ [Eton slang for classes] as David 
Cameron, I have absolutely no school memories 
of him,” says another Old Etonian. 

At Oxford University, Johnson quickly estab-
lished himself. Cameron, who arrived two years 
after Johnson and studied politics, philosophy and 
economics, remained largely a peripheral player. 
Johnson embraced student politics, co-edited a 
satirical student magazine and became president 
of the Oxford Union, the most prestigious and 
keenly contested position at the university’s feted 
debating society. For the most part, they had dif-
ferent sets of friends, although both belonged to 

the Bullingdon Club, known for its debauchery.
Cameron, however, proved to be the better stu-

dent. Johnson was awarded an upper second-class 
degree in classics, while Cameron—whose tutor 
described him as one of the ablest pupils he had 
taught—got a First. According to confidants, John-
son still considers himself the bigger brain—and 
many of those who know both men well agree. 
“There is a world of difference between the merely 
very capable, such as Cameron, and the brilliant, 
verging on genius, such as Johnson,” says a former 
Eton student who knew both at school.

After Oxford, the two men’s careers diverged 
for a decade. In 1988, Cameron took a job as a 
researcher for the Conservative Party. The pre-
vious year, Johnson had embarked on his media 

career, first as a newspaper journalist and later a 
magazine editor. Both won seats in Parliament in 
2001, when the Conservative Party was a mess 
and then-Prime Minister Tony Blair had a huge 
majority in the House of Commons. 

After the election, Johnson kept his other jobs, 
including editor of The Spectator magazine. He 
seemed to be too busy entertaining the nation 
during appearances on the TV quiz show Have I 
Got News for You to engage in the serious debate 
in the Conservative Party about how to return it to 
power. “Boris was impossible to talk to as a mem-
ber of Parliament because he was never around,” 
says a veteran Conservative who knows both men 
well. “He walked around in a sort of blond daze, 
a trance, really. You couldn’t converse with him.”

In 2004, when he was caught lying about a four-
year extramarital affair, Johnson was fired as the 
party’s spokesman on the arts—and his political 
career looked unlikely to go further.

Cameron, on the other hand, had performed 
well in a series of increasingly senior roles for the 

 “I’M STILL FRIENDS WITH  
BORIS, JUST PERHAPS NOT 
SUCH GOOD FRIENDS.”
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party, and growing numbers of Conservatives 
saw the moderate, young and personable politi-
cian as the leader they needed to signal that the 
party had shifted to the political center, where 
most British voters were. By the fall of 2005, 
following the Conservatives’ third successive 
general election defeat, Cameron was ready to 
launch his bid to be party leader.

Johnson was one of his earliest backers in a 
contest Cameron was not expected to win. But 
when Cameron pulled off a surprise victory, he 
did not give Johnson a senior post. Cameron, 
who had been deeply unimpressed by Johnson’s 
handling of the row over his love affair, consid-
ered him too much of a liability. 

Stung, Johnson decided to seek power in other 
venues. In 2007, he applied to be the Conserva-
tive candidate in the London mayoral contest. 
Conservative insiders worried that he would 
embarrass a party that has traditionally framed 
itself as pro-family. During a private conver-
sation at a fundraising dinner in 
2007, Cameron trashed Johnson’s 
credentials as a mayoral candidate. 
“Totally the wrong profile,” he said, 
with a dismissive wave. 

“Did he really say that?” John-
son exclaimed when he was told of 
Cameron’s comment. “The fucker!” 

Somewhat in desperation, the 
Conservatives settled on Johnson as 
their candidate. In the election, held 
in 2008, he won handily. Despite 
early gaffes, during his eight years as 
mayor he demonstrated a formida-
ble work ethic, rising around 5:30 to 
ensure he had time for a jog along the canal near 
his home before starting his working day. And in 
many ways, London, which was coping with the 
global financial crisis in his early years as mayor, 
has flourished. The city is experiencing a con-
struction boom and remains one of the world’s 
most important financial capitals.

Perhaps most remarkably, many British peo-
ple still seem to like Johnson. Politicians in power 
often lose their shine after a year or two, never 
mind eight, yet he has largely retained his gloss. 
And his ambition seems to have grown. Last year, 

 “THERE IS A WORLD OF  
DIFFERENCE BETWEEN THE 
MERELY VERY CAPABLE, SUCH 
AS CAMERON, AND THE  
BRILLIANT, VERGING ON  
GENIUS, SUCH AS JOHNSON.”

Johnson stood again for a seat in the House of 
Commons. He won easily.

Cameron has said he will not resign if Britons 
vote against his wishes and decide the country 
should leave the EU. But many political analysts 
believe his position as the leader of a party and a 
nation that ignored him on such a crucial issue 
would be untenable.

If Johnson ends up on the losing side of the 
referendum, it would be a blow. But, in an odd 

twist, he could end up benefiting from the defeat, 
because in the eyes of many Conservative MPs he 
will have been on the right side of the argument. 

Before the June 23 referendum that has divided 
Britain, polls indicate the contest is too close to 
call. Whatever the result, for the two men at the 
heart of this national soul-searching, it may take a 
long time for the wounds to heal. 

 +
TO STAY OR GO: 
Cameron leads 
a party deeply 
divided over the 
EU; if Brits vote 
to leave, he may 
lose his job.

ISABEL OAKESHOTT is political-editor-at-large at  
the Daily Mail and co-author of Call Me Dave, the  
unauthorized biography of David Cameron. Y
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TWO 

NUMBERS

Daily cost of 
U.S. MILITARY 

OPERATIONS IN 
AFGHANISTAN 

AND IRAQ 
through 2014 
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 Daily cost of 
U.S. MILITARY 
OPERATIONS 
AGAINST ISIS 
since August 

2014

U.S. MILITARY OPERATIONS AGAINST ISIS LOOK CHEAP, FOR NOW 

Americans may not feel 
as if they’re at war, but 
most of them know the 
U.S. is engaged in a battle 
against the Islamic State 
militant group (ISIS). 
The Pentagon says the 
daily cost of that fight 
is $11.6 million—which 
looks downright cheap 
compared with the wars 
of the past decade in 
Afghanistan and Iraq. 

Since August 2014, 
the U.S. has launched 
airstrikes and sent 
special operations 
forces and advisers to 
Syria and Iraq to help 
fight ISIS, at a cost that 
is just 4 percent of what 
it spent in Afghanistan 
and Iraq from 2001 to 

2014. Counting just 
Defense Department 
appropriations and 
spending, the combined 
daily cost of those 
operations was $309 
million. The U.S. has 
reduced its presence in 
Afghanistan to 9,800 
active duty troops and 
in Iraq to 3,550, and has 
resisted calls to deploy 
substantial numbers of 
ground troops to Syria, 
sending just 300 special 
operations forces to work 
with local forces. 

But the so-called War 
on Terror is expanding in 
other ways, according to 
Neta Crawford, a Boston 
University professor 
of political science, 

who did a study on the 
costs of the wars in Iraq 
and Afghanistan. The 
U.S. military is fighting 
more militant groups 
in more countries than 
ever. Just as the Bush 
administration chased 
extremist violence to the 
Philippines, Indonesia, 
Uzbekistan and Pakistan, 
President Barack Obama 
has expanded the fight 
to Libya, Syria and East 
Africa—with mixed 
results. “[The war is] 
getting bigger and more 
diffuse geographically 
and in the number of 
actors involved,” she says. 

Moreover, she says, 
the initial cost estimates 
from the Pentagon are 

only a fraction of what 
it will cost to defeat 
ISIS and deal with the 
consequences of the 
conflict. In terms of costs, 
“it’s like an iceberg,” 
Crawford says, because 
early estimates generally 
don’t take into account 
long-term costs, such as 
health care and pensions 
for veterans or foreign 
aid after military action. 
Those costs for Iraq and 
Afghanistan will add up 
to more than $4.4 trillion, 
she says. 

Bombing ISIS may 
be “cheap” now, but 
the costs are hardly all 
accounted for.  

SOURCES: PENTAGON, WATSON INSTITUTE FOR INTERNATIONAL 
AND PUBLIC AFFAIRS COSTS OF WAR PROJECT
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THE SCOOP

vention of the Nevada Democratic Party, where 
Hillary Clinton won more delegates than Sanders. 
Now, this should hardly have been a surprise to 
anyone except the Sandernistas, whose certainty 
in the righteousness of their cause has over-
whelmed any commitment they may have ever 
had to democracy. Sanders lost the Nevada cau-
cuses in February by more than 5 percent. A ratio-
nal person who cared about the will of the people 
would presume that Clinton would emerge from 
the state with the most delegates. But Sanders 
supporters were outraged that the person who got 
the most votes in Nevada got the most delegates.

From the moment Sanders lost in the Nevada 
caucuses, the campaign and its supporters started 
playing a badly planned long game, hoping to 
overrule the voters. Sanders and his managers 
have already laid out the scheming they hope will 
gain him the Democratic nomination by manipu-
lating the rules at the national convention in Phil-
adelphia in July. These are the rules he decried as 
unfair and undemocratic until he figured out that 
they might be turned to his advantage.

His supporters ran out a dress rehearsal of 
that plan in Nevada. After the caucus votes 
came in—with Sanders losing—his campaign 
scurried to reverse the outcome. At county 
meetings where delegates for the state conven-
tion were selected, Sanders supporters orches-
trated an effort to gain more slots than Clinton 
and succeeded. Then, when it came time for the 

VIOLENCE. Vile, misogynistic names screamed 
at women. Menacing anonymous phone calls to 
homes and offices. Public officials whisked off-
stage by security agents frightened by the growing 
mob. Death threats. None of this has any place in 
a political campaign. And the candidate who has 
been tolerating this obscene behavior among his 
supporters is showing himself to be unfit for office.

So, Senator Sanders, either get control of your 
increasingly unhinged cult or get out of the race. 
Whatever respect this country’s sane liberals 
had for you is rapidly dwindling, and the damage 
being inflicted on your reputation may be unfix-
able. If you can’t manage the vicious thugs who 
act in your name, you can’t be trusted to run a 
convenience store, much less the country. 

When Bernie Sanders launched his presiden-
tial campaign in May 2015, he seemed to be a 
candidate who would inspire the more liberal 
voters, push the Democratic Party slightly left-
ward and influence policy—either as the nom-
inee or by pushing his supporters to work for 
long-term change by seeking roles in the party. 
But Sanders has increasingly signaled that he is 
a crybaby with little interest in a broader move-
ment. His vicious—and often ridiculous—attacks 
on the party whenever he doesn’t win a primary 
have inspired a level of ignorant fanaticism from 
a large swath of his supporters that is akin to an 
out-of-control Donald Trump rally. 

The ugly was on display at the recent state con-

BERN IT DOWN
The scorched-earth tactics of the Bernie 
Sanders campaign show he was never  
a legitimate candidate for president

BY  
KURT EICHENWALD

 @kurteichenwald
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state convention, the Clinton campaign out-or-
ganized Sanders by making sure her delegates 
filled out the necessary forms and showed up 
for the convention. Some 98 percent of the Clin-
ton delegates chosen at the county level were 
there—all but 27. Meanwhile, only 78 percent of 
the Sanders delegates came—leaving 462 possi-
ble slots for his supporters unfilled.

So, having lost the popular vote and with far 
fewer delegates at the convention, the Sanders 
campaign didn’t get what it wanted. And like 
monstrous 2-year-olds refused the candy they 
crave, his supporters threw a violent temper 
tantrum. Some reports said a chair was thrown. 
People screamed “bitch!” at Senator Barbara 
Boxer, a staunch liberal from California. The 
Nevada state Democratic chairwoman, Roberta 
Lange, needed a security detail just to go to the 
bathroom in order to protect her from Sanders’s 

supposed lovers of humanity who hate every-
one not bowing before their political idol.

Amid the tumult, Sanders supporters grew 
more furious as they spread a conspiracy theory 
that 64 of the Vermont senator’s potential del-
egates were being blocked from being seated 
because of political corruption (never mind that 
seating them all would still leave 398 the Sanders LU
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HIS VICIOUS ATTACKS 
HAVE INSPIRED IGNO-
RANT FANATICISM  
AKIN TO AN OUT-OF-
CONTROL TRUMP RALLY. 

+ 
PARTY CRASHER:  

As his primary 
campaign has 

dragged on, Sand-
ers has increas-

ingly shown that 
he’s a crybaby with 

little interest in a 
broader movement



The threats of violence at the convention are 
just another sign that Sanders could go down 
as one of the most destructive forces in Ameri-
can history. Riots and flames in Philadelphia—a 
repeat of the chaos of the 1968 Democratic 
convention in Chicago—would open the White 
House doors for Trump.

Meanwhile, Sanders tossed a few more ingre-
dients into the toxic stew of anger, bitterness and 
conspiracy beliefs that he has fed to the hooligans 
in his base. He reacts with mealy-mouthed mum-
bles, saying he doesn’t support violence while 
doing nothing about it, proclaiming with utter 
narcissism that the events in Nevada showed 
Clinton needed to do more of what he wanted 
and claiming that—contrary to the statements of 
witnesses, reporters and video recordings—his 
violent supporters aren’t violent, even though 
they’ve shown their penchant for abusing those 
who disagree with them several times. At a Clin-
ton rally in California, they tried to shout Clin-
ton down, disrupting the event to such an extent 
that the former secretary of state cut her speech 
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delegates awarded at the county 
level as no-shows). The “corrup-
tion” was nonexistent. While six 
of the 64 were seated after a quick 
investigation to ensure they were 
qualified to be delegates, the rest 
weren’t because either they didn’t 
bother to register as Democrats 
(they could have done so as late as 
two weeks before the convention) 
or their basic information—such 
as name and address—was not in 
the party records. When the party 
reached out to those delegates to 
obtain those details, only eight 
bothered to reply. (This continues 
the theme of some Sanders zeal-
ots—rules don’t apply to them; 
screaming “conspiracy!” and 
posting diatribes against Clinton 
online is much more satisfying 
than bothering to do the work 
necessary to win.) 

Sanders supporters also 
heard a rumor that there was 
a “minority report” written by 
members of the state party’s Cre-
dentials Committee that called 
for those ineligible delegates to 
be seated. There wasn’t; it was 
written and posted by Sanders’s 
national campaign staff. The Cre-
dentials Committee—which was 
co-chaired by members of each 
campaign and was composed of equal numbers 
of supporters of Clinton and Sanders—declared 
there was no “minority report.” No matter; this 
bogus report has since entered the delusional lore 
of Bernie-world and was used to justify the freak-
out of his Nevada contingent.

After the Nevada convention ended abruptly—
with security guards telling the politicians 
onstage that they feared for their safety from the 
Sanders mob—the goons kept up their hostile 
hysterics. Protesters vandalized the offices of the 
state Democratic Party. Lange’s personal contact 
information, including her cellphone number, 
was posted online, and she has since received 
thousands of death threats, according to state 
party officials. One of the text messages to Lange 
said, “Praying to god someone shoots you in the 
FACE and blows your democracy-stealing head 
off!” Voicemail left for Lange that was obtained 
by Jon Ralston, the dean of Nevada political 
reporters, contains such delightful statements 
as “You f **king stupid bitch!” and “You probably 
just guaranteed fire is in Philadelphia.”

+ 
IDLE WORSHIPPERS: 
A large swather of 
Sanders supporters 
show an ugly hatred 
for anyone opposed 
to their man. 
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short. According to witnesses, they went after at 
least one child, snatching her pro-Clinton sign, 
which had been autographed by the candidate, 
and tore it up. That girl was left in tears; videos of 
adults comforting other crying children terrified 
by the Sanders supporters are online.

Sanders has been willing to stoke the flames. 
He has said that if Clinton wins the nomination 
and wants his supporters, she has to court them 
herself by focusing on his issues while aban-
doning the “establishment.” After all, the loser 
always gets to dictate the agenda of the winner.

That scenario is bizarre to say the least. Sand-
ers has never been part of the Democratic Party, 
instead choosing to remain an independent. 
But when the time came for a presidential run, 
the party poo-bahs agreed to allow him to run 
as a Democrat; eventually, he turned on them. 
It seemed for a while that Sanders’s plan was to 
launch a revolution inside the Democratic Party. 
But it has become increasingly obvious that this 
“revolution” is a façade designed to hide what is 
little more than a thirst for power.

Why is there no organized effort by his sup-
porters, led by Sanders, to start changing the 
direction of the Democratic Party by snagging 
local- and state-level positions? Why are Sand-
ers and his revolutionaries doing so little to find 
like-minded people who could run for office 
down-ballot? After all, without such people in 
Congress, the Vermont senator’s proposals could 
never be transformed into policy. Why is Sanders 
continuing to bilk his delusional supporters of 
money, despite the impossibility of winning the 
nomination, rather than directing it to candidates 
who support his ideals? 

Then there are some of the policies being 
espoused by Sanders, which seem less like a call 
for fundamental change and more like pander-
ing to young people who rarely get their hands 
dirty or seem to care about the less fortunate. 
America’s schools are crumbling. Art classes, 
music and athletics are disappearing. Teacher 
turnover is too high, robbing students of the 
most talented classroom leaders. Even obtain-
ing school supplies and textbooks is increas-
ingly out of reach for some cash-strapped 
districts. And year after year, America sees the 
consequences, as it falls behind other coun-
tries in science and math, the foundations of 
expanding, global economies.

Sanders wants to raise taxes on the wealthy 
and corporations. And as a centerpiece of his 
campaign, he wants to use that money for edu-
cation—by giving students free college educa-
tions at state universities.

College? Seriously? How many kids stuck 

in the cycle of poverty because they cannot 
obtain a good high school education will be 
able to take advantage of this giveaway? How 
could those college students supposedly con-
cerned with social justice blithely walk past the 
local run-down elementary school as money is 
diverted so they don’t have to take out college 
loans? How many of them would have been 
able to gain an undergraduate education with-
out incurring huge debt, either through schol-
arships or by attending a community college? 
About 70 percent of Americans don’t have a col-
lege degree—what does this plan do for them?

The Sanders plan would dole out benefits so 
that the comfortable can be more comfortable; 
it would do nothing to improve the plight of the 
impoverished. This raises the uncomfortable 

question: Despite all the raging of Sanders’s col-
lege-aid supporters about their desire to help oth-
ers, are they really just about helping themselves?

Which brings us back to our original premise: 
It’s time for Senator Sanders to either grow up 
or get out. His supporters are now, like petulant 
children, proclaiming that they will vote for 
Trump rather than Clinton because blah-blah-
blah; Wall Street, blah-blah-blah; corporate 
contributors, blah-blah-blah; the establish-
ment, blah-blah-blah. Probably none of them 
have much of a memory of the Vietnam War and 
the 1972 presidential campaign. Then, the lib-
eral wing of the Democratic Party won with the 
nomination of George McGovern, and a large 
segment of the party supporters proclaimed 
they would vote for Richard Nixon instead. And 
look how well that turned out. 

 “PRAYING TO GOD SOME-
ONE SHOOTS YOU IN 
THE FACE AND BLOWS  
YOUR DEMOCRACY- 
STEALING HEAD OFF!”
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THREE YEARS AGO, Keith Gartenlaub was living a 
seemingly normal life in Southern California. He 
had a high-paying job as a senior engineer with 
Boeing, where he had worked for 20 years. His 
wife ran an art gallery and dabbled in real estate. 
Once in a while, they visited her elderly parents in 
Shanghai, and they even bought property there.

Today, that life has been destroyed. He is under 
house arrest, with a monitoring device on his 
ankle. He can’t have a computer—or anything 
else that could give him access to the internet, 
even a PlayStation 3. He has to submit a drug test 
three times a month and give his court supervisors 
two hours’ notice to go to the local Starbucks. He 
and his wife are living on borrowed money. 

All this because an FBI agent read a magazine 
article saying Chinese intelligence might have 
a spy at Boeing and began poking around. He 
noted Gartenlaub’s wife was born in China and 
picked up some company grousing about their 
regular trips there. With a secret warrant from 
the Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Court, 
the bureau obtained records of their telephone 
calls, emails and bank records and broke into 
their house to copy their computer hard drives. 
After a 21-month investigation, which included 
following them around, the FBI could not make 
an espionage case against Gartenlaub. But it did 
find something else: child porn on his computer. 

The odd thing is that there is no definitive 
proof Gartenlaub, a computer systems special-

ist, ever viewed the pictures, ever traded in por-
nography, took photos or videos of children or 
chatted about his collection of photos online—
common practices among pedophiles. 

But the porno files gave prosecutors a cudgel: 
“They said if I helped them on Chinese espionage, 
they could make the spying thing go away,” recalls 
Gartenlaub, who heatedly denies any interest in 
child pornography. “I told them I’d like to help 
but I didn’t know anything about Chinese espi-
onage!” Prosecutors could have walked away at 
that point. Instead, they pressed charges of receipt 
and possession of child pornography. In court last 
December, in a shock to Gartenlaub and his law-
yers, a jury served up guilty verdicts that carried a 
sentence of up to 10 years in prison. It was an out-
come so troubling to the judge who presided over 
the case that she’s already dismissed one charge 
and is considering tossing out the other. 

Even if the judge allows him to shed his ankle 
bracelet, Gartenlaub will never truly walk free. 
He’s effectively lost any chance of working in the 
defense industry again. His nightmarish expe-
rience should worry any American, says Karen 
Greenberg, director of the Center on National 
Security at Fordham University’s School of Law—
especially the 4.5 million citizens who hold secu-
rity clearances. “The most upsetting thing” about 
the case, she says, “is the question: Did evidence 
get planted?” With so much of the case wrapped 
in secrecy, she adds, it’s “a disturbing possibility.”

THE PORN IDENTITY
The FBI pursued Keith Gartenlaub as a 
Chinese spy for over three years. So why is 
he now accused of having kiddie porn?

BY  
JEFF STEIN

 @SpyTalker

SPY TALK
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NOTHING TO SEE: 
The porn files 

on Gartenlaub’s 
computer were 
never opened, 

which raises the 
suspicion that 

they were planted.
+

Jeff Fischback, a noted computer forensics 
expert who examined Gartenlaub’s hard drives 
and concluded the porno files hadn’t been 
viewed, agrees. “The important question about 
this case,” he says, “is why go after this guy so 
hard. Why go after this guy so aggressively? 
What I suspect…is that this was more about a 
failed national security investigation.”

Facing “an onslaught” of Chinese espionage, 
as The New York Times recently put it, the FBI 
must feel as if Chinese spies are everywhere. 
And in many cases, its targets have been Chi-
nese-American. Peter Zeidenberg, a former 
prosecutor who represented two Chinese-Amer-
icans wrongly prosecuted on espionage charges, 
says the government may be giving in to racial 
profiling in its frantic search for spies. “I think 
prosecutors are feeling pressure to bring these 
cases,” Zeidenberg recently told 60 Minutes. “I 
think investigators are excited about bringing 
cases that may be high-profile.”

In 2013, it would’ve been hard to find a high-
er-profile case than a spy inside Boeing, a prime 
government contractor. After China unveiled 

its giant Y-20 transport plane, Wired magazine 
reported that “Beijing may also have acquired 
some of the C-17’s blueprints from a spy working 
at Boeing.” And the FBI believed Gartenlaub had 
the access and means to steal those blueprints.

Wired was right. In July 2014, Su Bin, a Chi-
na-based businessman, was arrested in Canada 
and charged with conspiring to steal secrets about 
the C-17, as well as the F-22 and F-35 warplanes 
made by Lockheed Martin. The FBI, according 
to court papers reviewed by the Associated Press, 
took notice of the case and began to look for Su’s 
accomplices. Eventually, it homed in on Garten-
laub, who calls the FBI’s suspicions “ridiculous,” 
adding, “I’ve been a good Boeing employee for 
years. Just because I married somebody from 
China doesn’t mean I’m going to betray my coun-
try. If they think I’m a spy, then charge me with it.”

The lack of an indictment suggests the bureau 
couldn’t make a spy case. But it did have the porn 
files, which it was able to view in secret with the 
Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Act (FISA) 
court’s authorization for an espionage investiga-
tion and then obtain with a criminal warrant. 

This maneuver, permissible under post-9/11 
legislation, disturbs civil liberties advocates. 
Greenberg, whose new book, Rogue Justice: The 
Making of the National Security State, was pub-
lished in May, says “using a FISA warrant in an 
espionage or terrorism case and then finding 
another crime [is] not unusual.” And it gives 
the government tremendous power: Because 
the FISA warrant in Gartenlaub’s case is classi-
fied, he cannot examine whether the FBI had 

probable cause to hunt for the porn it seized—or 
whether anyone tampered with those files.

The government’s attitude is “trust us,” Garten-
laub’s attorney, Mark Werksman, tells  Newsweek. 
“Trust us that we had a legitimate reason to go 
there on the FISA warrant, and once we saw the 
kiddie porn, now you have to take our word for it 
that [the warrant] was lawful in the first place.”

“Everyone in this country should be pissed off 
about this,” Greenberg says. “It can happen to 
you. It can happen to anyone.” 

 “THE IMPORTANT  
QUESTION ABOUT THIS 
CASE IS, WHY GO AFTER 
THIS GUY SO HARD?”
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FIGHTIN’ 
WORDS

BY NINA BURLEIGH

BE CAREFUL WHAT YOU SAY:  
CENSORSHIP AND 

POLITICAL CORRECTNESS  
ON COLLEGE CAMPUSES HAVE 

TURNED THOSE BATTLING 
AGAINST ‘HATE SPEECH’  

INTO A GENERATION THAT  
HATES SPEECH 
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LEADIN: Mint fugiti tem dolorum 
inctempore vit fuga. Fuga. Ut resciae 
soloritem ipsapit, sam eos dolupta 
sae sit es doluptas ea qcollege rage-
ipsaepre est, offic tenimet aspel et 
que odit libus. college rageblah bal
+
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D
uring his 18 years as president of Lebanon Valley College 
during the middle of the past century, Clyde Lynch led the tiny 
Pennsylvania liberal arts institution through the tribulations of 
the Great Depression and World War II, then raised $550,000 
to build a new gymnasium before he died in 1950. In gratitude, 

college trustees named that new building after him. 
Neither Lynch nor those trustees could have predicted there would 

come a day when students would demand that his name be stripped from 
the Lynch Memorial Hall because the word lynch has “racial overtones.” 
But that day did come.

When playwright Eve Ensler wrote The Vagina Monologues, which pre-
miered in 1996 and has been performed thousands of times by actors, 
celebrities and college students, she probably did not foresee a day when 
a performance of her feminist agitprop would be canceled because it was 
offensive to “women without vaginas.” And yet that day did come—at 
Mount Holyoke, one of the nation’s premier women’s colleges. 

Graduates of the Class of 2016 are leaving behind campuses that have 
become petri dishes of extreme political correctness and heading out into a 
world without trigger warnings, safe spaces and free speech zones, with no 
rules forbidding offensive verbal conduct or microaggressions, and where 
the names of cruel, rapacious capitalists are embossed in brass and granite 
on buildings across the land. Baby seals during the Canadian hunting season 
may have a better chance of survival.

Their college degrees look the 
same as ever, but in recent years the 
programs of study behind them have 
been altered to reflect the new sensi-
tivities. Books now come with trigger 
warnings—a concept that originated 
on the internet to warn people with 
post-traumatic stress disorder (veter-
ans, child abuse survivors) of content 
that might “trigger” a past trauma. 
Columbia’s English majors were 
opting out of reading Ovid (trigger: 
sexual assault), and some of their 
counterparts at Rutgers declined an 
assignment to study Virginia Woolf 
(trigger: suicidal ideation). Politi-
cal science graduates from Modesto 
Junior College might have shied 
away from touching a copy of the 
U.S. Constitution in public, since a 
security guard there stopped one of 
them from handing it out because 
he was not inside a 25-square-foot 
piece of concrete 30 yards away from 
the nearest walkway designated as 
the “free speech zone”—a space 
that needed to be booked 30 days 
in advance. Graduates of  California 

public universities found it hard to 
discuss affirmative action policies, as 
administrators recently added such talk 
to a list of “microaggressions”—sub-
tle but offensive comments or actions 
directed at a minority or other nondom-
inant group that unintentionally rein-
force a stereotype. 

More than half of America’s  colleges 

“You are not 
listening! 

Come speak 
to us! We are 

in pain!”

+
HELL NO, HE WON’T GO! The University of California, Berkeley, 
chancellor was slated to deliver the commencement speech at 
Haverford College in 2014 but backed out after students there 
objected because they didn’t like the way his campus police 
had handled Occupy Wall Street protesters three years earlier.
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and universities now have restrictive speech codes. And, according to a 
censorship watchdog group, 217 American colleges and universities—
including some of the most prestigious—have speech codes that “unam-
biguously impinge upon free speech.” 

Judges have interpreted the First Amendment broadly, giving Americans 
some of the most expansive rights of speech in the world. But over the past 
two decades, and especially the past few years, American college adminis-
trators and many students have sought to confine speech to special zones 
and agitated for restrictions on language in classrooms as well. To protect 
undergrads from the discomfort of having to hear disagreeable ideas and 
opinions, administrators and students—and the U.S. Department of Edu-
cation—have been reframing speech as “verbal conduct” that potentially 
violates the civil rights of minorities and women. 

American college campuses are starting to resemble George Orwell’s 
Oceania with its Thought Police, or East Germany under the Stasi. College 
newspapers have been muzzled and trashed, and students are disciplined or 
suspended for “hate speech,” while exponentially more are being shamed 
and silenced on social media by their peers. Professors quake at the possi-
bility of accidentally offending any student and are rethinking syllabi and 
restricting class discussions to only the most anodyne topics. A Brandeis pro-
fessor endured a secret administrative investigation for racial harassment 
after using the word wetback in class while explaining its use as a pejorative. 

As college campuses have become bastions of rigorously enforced polit-
ical correctness, the limits on speech have come crashing down in the real 
world, with the presumptive Republican nominee for president dishing out 
macroaggressions on a daily basis. Donald Trump’s comments about the 
alleged criminality of Hispanics and Muslims, and about how fat or ugly his 
female enemies are, need no restating here, but many of his words would 

almost certainly be prohibited speech 
on most college campuses. 

Business leaders, authors, politi-
cians and even comedians are now 
routinely barred from American cam-
puses. Springtime—the commence-
ment-speech time of year—is now 
dubbed “disinvitation season.” Stu-
dents and faculty debate the moral 
fitness of announced commencement 
speakers on social media and engage 
in bitter fights over whether even 
mildly controversial speakers deserve 
to be behind a podium. Some disin-
vite themselves. Christine LaGarde, 
the head of the International Mone-
tary Fund and one of the most pow-
erful women on the planet, canceled 
a speech at Smith, one of America’s 
pre-eminent women’s colleges, after a 
Facebook protest against her by some 
students and faculty for her connection 
to “global capitalists.” Those who turn 
up can find themselves facing a heck-
ler’s veto, as mild-mannered Univer-
sity of California, Berkeley, Chancellor 
Robert Birgeneau discovered in 2014 
when he had the temerity to show up at 
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tiny Haverford College without first apologizing for how his campus cops 
had treated Occupy Wall Streeters.

As students are labeling more and more words as hate speech, demand-
ing more trigger warnings and shouting down both commencement speak-
ers and comedian, the censorship flashpoints can be sorted into three 
topics: sex, race and Donald Trump.

Trump: Chalk and Awe

T
he people backing Trump’s run for the White House fre-
quently gush that he “speaks for me” or “says what I can’t.” 
At a rally in April in Bethpage on New York’s Long Island, his 
supporters parked a giant mobile highway sign near the venue 
that advertised, in blinking lights, “Free Speech Zone,” and 

Trump has made supposedly unfettered speech a major part of his cam-
paign’s shtick. “I wrote something today that I think is very, very salient, 
very important and probably not politically correct, but I don’t care,” he 
said at a rally in South Carolina after announcing he would temporarily 
ban Muslims from entering the U.S. 

His opponents call such talk racist dog-whistling, and at most American 
campuses, racist speech of any kind is not just repugnant but forbidden. 
And sometimes even Trump is forbidden. At DePaul University in Chi-
cago, Students for Trump snuck out to the student center around midnight 
on April 4 and chalked the sidewalk, scrawling their candidate’s name 
and phrases like “Blue lives matter” and “Don’t feel the Bern.” They then 
posted photos of their handiwork on 
Facebook. By morning light, other 
students had complained to the 
administration, and the university 
had dispatched custodians to wash 
away the offending chalk. 

Nicole Been, a national political/
recruitment director at Students 
for Trump at DePaul, says their slo-
gans were selectively washed off; 
for example, janitors erased “Don’t” 
and left “feel the Bern.” After stu-
dents began a social media cam-
paign to file a hate crimes complaint 
against the Trump supporters, Been 
and other Students for Trump went 
to the administration, demanding 
their right to free speech. “We said 
we are sick of being called ‘racist’ 
and ‘bigot,’ and this is on you,” Been 
recalls. “And they said, ‘Well, [your 
slogans] can be triggering.’”

After ordering his janitors to hose 
away the pro-Trump chalkings, 
DePaul President Dennis Holtschnei-
der sent an all-school email with an 
explanation: “The phrase ‘All Lives 
Matter,’ for example, sounds obvious, even banal. In fact, we are all aware 
it is frequently used to reject out-of-hand the core message of the ‘Black 
Lives Matter’ movement…. It’s simply insensitive to repeat something that 
we know in advance will bring pain and frustration to others. Our policies 

are not devised to prevent its use. Nor 
can we compel students to avoid its use. 
Can DePaul ask our students for kind-
ness and sensitivity? Yes.”

DePaul isn’t the only school where 
students have deemed the word Trump 

a trigger, or even hate speech. At Atlan-
ta’s Emory University, students pro-
tested outside the administrative offices 
after supporters chalked “Trump” on 

Professors 
quake at the 
potential for 
accidentally 

giving 
actionable 

offense.

+
DUSTUP: Emory students objected to chalked slogans endors-
ing Trump, but their school president declined to order them 
erased; instead, he chalked his slogan touting free speech.
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sidewalks. “You are not listening! Come speak to us! We are in pain!” they 
shouted. The Emory newspaper quoted one protester: “I’m supposed to feel 
comfortable and safe [here].… I don’t deserve to feel afraid at my school.”

Emory officials did not erase the chalk, though. Rather, university Pres-
ident James Wagner was videotaped chalking the words “Emory stands 
for free expression!”

DePaul’s wonkier explanation for erasing the Trump slogans is that 
the university forbids political signs anywhere on campus except in dorm 
rooms and only if faced away from windows. The school’s legal rationale 
is that, since it is an apolitical 501(c)(3) category institution, political signs 
could put its Internal Revenue Service designation at risk. Other schools 
are also invoking the IRS to curtail political activity, including Georgetown, 
which cited its tax status in banning Bernie Sanders supporters from poli-
ticking on campus last year.

Robert Shibley, a lawyer with a free speech watchdog group, says the IRS 
invocation is a fig leaf for administrators who want to ban political speech. 
“Almost all private universities are 501(c)(3)s,” he says. “But the tax law 
doesn’t apply to students. And students get this message. They have been 
taught this, that if something unpleasant is coming, they have a right to 
avoid it altogether.”

Race: ‘I’d Rather Sell Crack!’

U
ntil it was squashed by administrative decree, Williams 
College sophomore Zachary Wood headed up an on-campus 
lecture series called 
“ U n c o m f o r t a b l e 
Learning.” Wood, an 

African-American who grew up in 
one of the poorer neighborhoods 
in Washington, D.C., is a self- 
described liberal, devoted to 
learning and books. He liked 
inviting controversial speakers, 
usually from the political right, 
to challenge young progressives 
cloistered in a collegiate utopia 
at one of the nation’s great small 
liberal arts institutions. 

Last year, though, Wood en- 
countered the limits of free 
speech at Williams. First, he 
invited Suzanne Venker, an anti- 
feminist author and lecturer. After 
a campus and social media outcry, 
Wood’s fellow “Uncomfortable 
Learning” leaders disinvited her 
and then, to avoid further sham-
ing on social media, resigned 
from the organization. 

Wood then formed a club of 
one and invited an even more 
confrontational speaker, British-American writer John Derbyshire, whose 
contributions to the racial discourse include a snide white dad’s version 
of “the talk” black men give their sons about police. After suggesting that 
blacks are more “antisocial” than whites, he wrote that a small  percentage 

“is ferociously hostile to whites and will 
go to great lengths to inconvenience or 
harm us,” while “around half will go 
along [with violence] passively if the five 
percent take leadership in some event.”

An hour after Wood advertised Der-
byshire’s speech with a Facebook post, 
he was swarmed. On Facebook, some-
one wrote that Wood deserved the “oil 
and whip”—a reference to a punish-
ment for slaves. Others accused him of 
providing a space on campus for “hate 
speech” and began debating how to file 
a complaint against him. When Wood 
replied to one critic, “So you would 
never bring a speaker on the far right, 
like Venker and Derbyshire? I value the 
work I do with UL,” someone retorted, 
“I’d rather sell crack first.” 

A few days passed, the outrage kept 
building, and the university president 
disinvited Derbyshire. 

Wood believes students need to hear 
provocateurs like Derbyshire in order to 
formulate their own thoughts and chal-
lenges. “What is hate speech to begin 

with?” he asks. “It’s what people don’t 
like to hear. Trump has the support of 
a considerable portion of the Ameri-
can electorate. With someone like him 

+
SINS OF THE GREAT-GREAT-GREAT-GRANDFATHER: Students demand-
ed that Yale’s Calhoun college be renamed because its namesake was 
an antebellum South Carolina senator who supported slavery.
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emotionally complicated and intimate 
entanglements human beings are capa-
ble of creating. Their rulebook is called 
Title IX, the federal law requiring that 
colleges ensure women get an equal 
education. It was originally applied to 
sports teams and funding but has been 
expanded to cover how universities 
handle claims of sexual assault and 
harassment. Acting in loco parentis 
and under orders from the federal gov-
ernment, administrators form de facto 
star chambers that act as judge, jury and 

+
TAX DODGE: Many schools ban political campaigning, claim-
ing that even signage imperils their status as a nonprofit; tax 
experts say the IRS rule doesn’t apply to students.

 running for president, speaking on national 
television every day, saying controversial 
things about the most important issues of our 
time, it is imperative that we confront offen-
sive views and afford college students the 
opportunity to learn how to engage construc-
tively with people they vehemently disagree 
with. Shielding students from microaggres-
sions does not improve their ability to argue 
effectively; it coddles them. At a time like 
this, uncomfortable learning is vital.” 

Racial grievances lie behind a host of other 
campus speech battles. At Amherst, students 
called for a speech code that would have 
sanctioned students for making an “All lives 
matter” poster. Activists at Wesleyan trashed 
their student newspaper, then pushed to get 
it defunded after it ran an op-ed critical of 
Black Lives Matter. Columbia professor Jason 
McWhorter has called anti-racism “Ameri-
ca’s new religion,” saying, “When someone is 
called a racist in America in 2016, it is practi-
cally equivalent to calling them a pedophile.” 

There is also a growing trend of applying the norms of today to the 
racists of yesterday. Students at Amherst petitioned to have the school 
renamed because its namesake, Lord Jeffrey Amherst, suggested sending 
smallpox-infected blankets to Indians during the 18th century. Students 
demanded that Yale’s Calhoun College be renamed because John Cal-
houn, an antebellum U.S. senator from South Carolina, supported slav-
ery. Princeton students want to rename the Woodrow Wilson School of 
Public and International Affairs because Wilson predicted blacks would 
never attend Princeton and called segregation “a benefit not a humilia-
tion.” Dozens of colleges and universities—including Harvard, George-
town, Stanford, William & Mary—are renaming buildings on campus, and 
the trend has become so prevalent that The Wall Street Journal published 
an op-ed, “Donor Beware,” advising philanthropists to take into consid-
eration how history will judge their gifts, or how they made their fortunes, 
before donating to universities.

Sex: Exquisitely Sensitive Creatures

F
eminists deserve some of the blame for normalizing the aggrieved 
fragility of students. Rape and sexual harassment are real problems 
on campus, as they are in the rest of the world. But just as there is a 
“rape culture,” there is also a campus rape victim culture that tends 
to treat all young women as “survivors.” Accusers who say they 

have endured any sort of unpleasant incident with a male—from having to 
turn down a date request to deciding, the morning after getting naked and in 
bed with a man, that they wished they had not—are deemed as deeply dam-
aged as child pedophile victims, battered women and rape survivors. 

Colleges and universities, and their fraternities and athletic depart-
ments, need to do a better job of monitoring and weeding out the men who 
are rapists or potential rapists. Instead of focusing on that, colleges and 
universities—encouraged by feminists and women’s studies departments, 
and in many cases ordered to do so by various Department of Education 
edicts—have inserted themselves as referees into the messiest and most 

Campus 
sexual 

harassment 
guidelines are 

“feminism 
hijacked by 

melodrama.” 
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executioner, without adhering to legal rules of evidence or due process. 
The rape victim services on many campuses, intended to protect young 

victims from further emotional and psychological damage, have evolved 
into cults of coddling in which no one dares question a “survivor’s” 
account. Good intentions have gone so awry that young men are routinely 
labeled rapists without due process. 

The presumption of female victimhood inherent in many campus sex-
ual harassment codes prompted Northwestern University feminist film and 
culture professor Laura Kipnis to pen an essay in The Chronicle of Higher 
Education headlined “Sexual Paranoia Strikes Academe.” She ridiculed 
campus sexual harassment guidelines as “feminism hijacked by melo-
drama” and identified an “obsession with helpless victims and powerful 
predators” behind the new policy. “Students were being encouraged to 
regard themselves as such exquisitely sensitive creatures that an errant 
classroom remark could impede their education, as such hothouse flowers 
that an unfunny joke was likely to impede their education.”

Kipnis was skeptical about whether a fellow professor accused of assault 
by a student could have been guilty, given that the girl admitted she initi-
ated their date and both agreed that although they had slept together, they 
were fully clothed, and there had been no sex. Because Kipnis dared ques-
tion the strength of the evidence in that case, a group of students filed a fed-
eral Title IX complaint against her, charging that her article had a “chilling 
effect” on students who might want to report sexual assault. Northwestern 
started an investigation. Kipnis was cleared, but the episode made her a 
pariah on campus. Student activists “have certain hatred of me,” she told 
The Chronicle of Higher Education.

When Northwestern investigated Kipnis for writing satirically about 
sexual harassment policies, it was abiding by Department of Education 
guidelines instructing administrators to expand their definition of sexual 
harassment to include “verbal conduct.” The DOE last month reiterated 
that colleges are responsible for investigating “all speech of a sexual nature 
that someone subjectively finds unwelcome, even if that speech is pro-
tected by the First Amendment or an institution’s promises of free speech.” 

The notion of speech as verbal conduct goes back to the work of feminist 
legal scholar Catharine MacKinnon. In the 1980s, MacKinnon—who also 
invented the legal construct of sexual harassment—theorized that pornog-
raphy is a civil rights violation. Colleges now routinely refer to forbidden 
speech as “verbal conduct.” It is a formulation that takes MacKinnon’s 
work and runs with it so far that it dispenses entirely with the old nursery 
rhyme about sticks and stones, words and broken bones. 

You Can’t Say That…or That

T
oday’s free speech flashpoints on campus—Trump, race and 
sex—are part of a bigger debate about the purpose of the uni-
versity. Is it an island for experiments in how to make society 
kinder and more just? Or is it a boot camp for the brain, where 
young minds are challenged by other viewpoints and learn 

how to defend their own?
Ironically, young people clamoring for trigger warnings and safe spaces 

are one generation removed from—and potentially the children of—men 
and women who came of age in 1960s, when Berkeley’s Free Speech Move-
ment set a new standard for unfettered speech. Today’s college students 
are as eager as button-up, crew-cut, Eisenhower-era Americans to gag 
speech, although for entirely different reasons. The campus censorship 
movement today is a deeply conservative impulse embedded within a 

permissive, decadent culture that is far 
from “safe.” The same students protest-
ing microaggressions toward women 
and minorities are not organizing boy-
cotts to halt macroaggressions like rap-
pers calling women bitches and whores. 
Nor do campus “verbal conduct” rules 
about sexual harassment apply to the 
ubiquitous internet porn that degrades 
young women and girls. 

In March, Yale hosted an “Intelligence 
Squared U.S.” debate on the proposition 
“Free speech is threatened on campus” 
featuring four prominent professors 
and writers who argued for an hour and 
45 minutes. Afterward, the audience 
voted on the proposition, and 66 per-
cent agreed with it. The debate got very 
little coverage, possibly because it was 
held on Super Tuesday, a night in which 
Mr. Macroaggression himself swept the 
GOP contests. But the event and venue 
were significant because Yale students 
had nearly rioted a few months before 
over a dorm master’s wife’s email that 
gently challenged the university’s warn-
ing that microaggressions might lurk 
in some Halloween costumes. The stu-
dents accused Yale of failing to create a 
“safe space,” and some demanded that 
the dorm master and his wife resign or 
be fired. In December, she resigned.

The Yale debate devolved into an 
argument about whether demands 
for free speech are actually attacks on 
“the left” in disguise. “We must con-
sider the possibility that what is really 

“They could 
not distinguish 

between 
racist speech 

and talking 
about racist 

speech.” 
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recorded the panel discussion on her 
phone and later posted it on the inter-
net. The Smith College community 
went wild on social media: Students 
accused Kaminer of engaging in hate 
speech, and she endured several weeks 
of public name-calling. A Huffington 
Post blogger accused Kaminer of com-
mitting “an explicit act of racial vio-
lence.” The Smith College newspaper 
not only redacted nigger but also the 
word crazy, which another panel mem-
ber had used as a joke (“We’re just wild 
and crazy, aren’t we?”), replacing it with 
the phrase “ableist slur” in brackets. 

Had she been on the Smith faculty, 
Kaminer believes, her job would have 
been at risk. “It’s very hard to ask peo-
ple who are dependent on a paycheck 
and living in small communities to chal-
lenge censorship,” she tells Newsweek. 
“It was really remarkable to me that 
[my attackers] could not distinguish 
between racist speech and talking about 
racist speech. There was no difference.”

Legal scholar and cultural critic 
Stanley Fish, author of There’s No Such 
Thing as Free Speech...and It’s a Good 
Thing Too, says administrators should 
ignore student censorship demands 
because they go against the purpose of 
the university. “Scholarly inquiry can-
not be impeded by demonizing certain 
forms of speech in advance or anoint-
ing as holy certain types of speech in 
advance,” he tells Newsweek. 

“What we are seeing is not just pho-
bias about language,” Kaminer says. 
“We have gone way beyond politi-
cal correctness and are seeing a real 
decline in critical thinking. If you don’t 
know the difference between quoting a 
word and hurling an epithet, then you 
don’t know how to think.”

Trigger This

F
or decades, conservatives 
have complained about the 
wave of “political correctness,” 
hypersensitivity and hostility 
toward contrary ideas at col-

leges and universities run by “the radi-
cal left.” But now a small but increasing 
number of progressive professors, writ-
ers and students have begun to speak 

 happening is that the language of free speech has been co-opted by dom-
inant social groups, distorted to serve their interests and used to silence 
the marginalized,” Yale philosophy professor Jason Stanley said. “All too 
often, when people cry for justice and represent that it threatens the free 
speech, what is really meant is just ‘be quiet.’” 

His partner in arguing against the motion, Shaun Harper, director of the 
University of Pennsylvania’s Center for the Study of Race and Equity in 
Education, dismissed complaints about widespread campus censorship, 
saying that “only a handful” of colleges have restrictive speech policies 
and that racism on American campuses is a more pervasive and urgent 
problem than censorship. As proof, he said 8,000 college presidents and 
other senior campus leaders have come to his center for guidance on how 
to respond to racism on their campuses. “When a person of color says that 
‘what you just said sounded or felt to me racist, we’re not attempting to shut 
down the conversation.… We are inviting you to engage with us.” 

Author and lawyer Wendy Kaminer argued for the motion and reeled off 
those statistics that show half of American colleges and universities have 
restrictive speech codes. Kaminer has written books and essays criticiz-
ing the self-help and recovery movements, as well as censorship, and she 

argued that the number of “vague” restrictions on speech, jokes and ges-
tures on campuses are “too many to memorize.”

Kaminer had her own brush with the speech police. Not long before the 
Yale debate, she participated in a panel organized by Smith alumnae in 
New York City. The university president was moderating, and the con-
versation turned to the challenges of teaching without expurgation Mark 
Twain’s Adventures of Huckleberry Finn, with the author’s liberal use of the 
N-word intact. “I said, Let’s talk about these words we can only talk about 
using initials,” Kaminer recalls. “I said, When I say ‘the N-word,’ you all 
hear nigger in your heads.” 

Nobody objected at the time, but a young alumna in the audience 

+
THE T-WORD: On many college campuses, students backing 
Trump’s run for the White House say their right to free speech 
is being trampled. 
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out. A group of humanities professors wrote on Inside Higher Ed that trig-
ger warnings had a “chilling effect” on their teaching. A small number of 
fired or investigated professors are fighting back. 

They have off-campus support from a campus free speech legal aid 
group, founded 15 years ago, called the Foundation for Individual Rights 
in Education. In its first 10 years, the organization took on college admin-
istrators edging toward censorship. FIRE maintains a database of 400 
colleges and universities and color-codes them red, yellow or green based 
on the relative degree of censorship embedded in their speech guidelines. 
The top 10 worst offenders get placed in the “Red Alert” category, which 
FIRE annually publishes as an ad in U.S. News & World Report’s college 
issue. This year’s “worst of the worst” offenders include Mount Saint 
Mary’s University for firing a tenured professor and the school newspa-
per’s adviser after it covered a scandal over the president’s plan to oust 
underperforming freshman, and Louisiana State University for firing a 
well-regarded tenured professor who had won millions in grants for the 
university, for occasionally using profanity in class. 

The group’s lawyers offer advice to students and professors and are 
increasingly at odds with the DOE since it expanded its definition of sex-
ual harassment to include “verbal conduct.” But it’s not at all clear students 
want FIRE’s help. Its biggest challenge in the past few years has been stu-
dent antipathy toward speech. “We always said, Students can handle this, 
they are not wilting flowers,” Nico Perrino, communications director at 
FIRE. “Well, now we have students saying they are vulnerable.” 

The loudest of those “wilting flowers”—often but not always politically 
on the left—fling around labels like “racist” and “misogynist” when they 
are offended. And their foes—often but not always from the right—sneer 
that their adversaries are “social justice warriors,” or “SJWs” in social 
media parlance. 

In late April, Milo Yiannopoulos, a British “journalist and entrepre-
neur” and self-described male-rights agitator, grabbed a mic and slowly 
drawled, “Feminism. Is. Cancer.” The packed auditorium at Amherst 
rang with boos and curses as he snickered and pranced back to his seat 
on the stage. A middle-aged woman replaced him at the podium, and 
rather than trying to quell the crowd, she stomped on its collective throat. 
“The correct word for third-wave campus feminism is madness,” declared 
anti-feminist author and speaker Christina Hoff Sommers before shrieks 
and boos drowned her out.

Both speakers had been invited by the Amherst College Republicans for 
a panel discussion titled “The Triggering.” The speakers goaded the crowd 
with anti-feminist slogans and ideas; the audience erupted in prolonged 
shouting; insults were lobbed to and from the stage. “Stop acting like a 
child!” Sommers yelled at one young woman whose heckling was making 
it impossible for her to finish a sentence. Sommers told the audience she 
had seen the same type of behavior at Oberlin, where organizers had pro-
vided a “safe space to which people could flee if my words upset them.” She 
proudly claimed that “30 women and a therapy dog fled to that safe space.” 

That Amherst “Triggering” was one part politics and three parts an aca-
demic Jerry Springer Show and is now packaged for your amusement on 
YouTube. Conservative speakers like Sommers and professional provoca-
teurs like Yiannopoulos get invited to campuses explicitly to make un-PC 
comments in the auditoriums of America’s universities. But after encoun-
tering angry students offended by their humor, even top-drawer comedi-
ans like Bill Maher and Chris Rock have announced they won’t accept any 
more invitations to perform on campuses. 

This is an era in which almost every joke apparently has the potential to 
put white privilege on display. A Dartmouth fraternity tradition of holding 

a “Phiesta” on Cinco de Mayo was can-
celed recently because the made-up 
word was deemed a “cultural appro-
priation.” The utter humorlessness of 
the outraged is the topic of an upcom-
ing documentary called Can We Take a 
Joke? The film, narrated by comedian 
Christina Pazsitzky, includes inter-
views with comics Penn Jillette, Lisa 
Lampanelli, Adam Carolla, Jim Norton 
and Heather McDonald, and it will be 
released this August, on the 50th anni-
versary of Lenny Bruce’s death. Bruce 
was an iconic comedian who made pro-
fane work of politics, religion and sex 
in his standup act. A court convicted 
him of obscenity for his comedy, and 
he died of a drug overdose.

It’s been nearly 400 years since 
English writer John Milton wrote “Are-
opagitica,” an argument against cen-
sorship that laid the groundwork for 
American and British guarantees of 
free speech. His theme was that ideas 
are strengthened, not weakened, by 
confrontation and challenge. As he 
put it then, “I cannot praise a fugitive 
and cloister’d vertue, unexercis’d & 
unbreath’d, that never sallies out and 
sees her adversary.” 

It remains to be seen whether gradu-
ates in the Class of 2016, released into 
an angry, boorish Trumpian America, 
full of insults to women and prover-
bial—so far—walls for minorities, will 
sally out and meet the adversary or find 
themselves at a loss for words. 

Students 
have 

deemed 
the word 

Trump
hate 

speech.



INSIDE
EVEN BEFORE THE EGYPTAIR TRAGEDY, THE BOMBING OF METROJET FLIGHT 9268 RAISED 

CHILLING DOUBTS ABOUT THE PEOPLE WHO PREPARE COMMERCIAL AIRLINERS FOR FLIGHT
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onto the desert below killed all 224 passengers and 
crew, making it the deadliest attack yet by ISIS out-
side its regular battlegrounds in Syria and Iraq. It was 
also the deadliest incident on Egyptian soil and in 
Russian aviation history. The Metrojet attack raises 
questions about not only about Egyptian security but 
about a key vulnerability of all airports: the risk not 
from passengers but from airport staff. If investigators 
are right and militants did use sympathetic ground 
staff to smuggle the bomb on board Metrojet Flight 
9268, then that might not be just a Egyptian or Sharm 
El-Sheikh problem; it could be a global problem.

“We are not screening people who work in 
restricted areas properly—that is definitely one of 
[aviation’s] Achilles’ heels,” says Philip Baum, author 
of Violence in the Skies: a History of Aircraft Hijacking 
and Bombing. “All recent terror attacks have bypassed 
conventional passenger screening entirely.”

The disappearance over the Mediterranean on May 
19 of an EgyptAir airliner on its way from Paris to 
Cairo intensified concerns about this weak link in air-
port security. Investigators said smoke was detected 
in the front part of the cabin in the three-minute 
period before controllers lost contact with the plane, 
indicating that a sudden catastrophe—most likely 
a fire—caused the aircraft to plunge into the sea. It 
remained unclear as Newsweek went to print what hap-
pened to the plane; as Egypt dispatched a submarine 
to search for the black box containing the flight’s data 
records, officials cautioned that all scenarios were 
being examined, including the possibility of a tech-
nical fault. Nevertheless, in the immediate aftermath 
of the crash, several Egyptian officials theorized that 
terrorism was to blame and security analysts pointed 
out that on the same day the plane had flown from 
Asmara, Eritrea, to Tunis and finally to Cairo before 
it made its way to Paris Charles de Gaulle Airport. 
If a bomb took down EgyptAir Flight MS804 as it 
flew over the Mediterranean, it’s possible the device 
was placed aboard in Asmara, Tunis or Cairo rather  
than in Paris.

Aviation security experts point out that the insider 
threat is not limited to airports in regions with a his-
tory of poverty, radicalism and conflict. In 2007, four 
men were arrested for conspiring to blow up the fuel 
tanks and pipeline at New York’s John F. Kennedy air-
port. One of the suspects was a former cargo worker 
at JFK. In 2010, British Airways staffer Rajib Karim 
was arrested in Newcastle, England, for plotting an 
aircraft bombing; he was sentenced to 30 years in 
prison in 2011. In 2013, a 58-year-old Muslim convert 

+
WEAK POINT: The fact that the doomed Egypt-
Air flight departed from de Gaulle Airport raised 
concerns about vulnerabilities at an airport at the 
heart of Europe, one that has been on high alert 
since the Paris attacks last year. 

AT 5:50 ON THE MORNING OF 
OCTOBER 31, 2015, METROJET 
FLIGHT 9268 RECEIVED TAKE-
OFF CLEARANCE FROM SHARM 
EL-SHEIKH INTERNATIONAL 
AIRPORT, THE TRAVEL HUB FOR 
EGYPT’S BEST-KNOWN RED SEA 
TOURIST DESTINATION.
At the controls of the Russian plane was Valery 
Nemov, a pilot with more than 12,000 hours of flight 
time. He and his co-pilot, Sergei Trukachev, spooled 
the engines on the 18-year-old Airbus 321-200 nearly 
up to full power. It was two minutes before sunrise, but 
already a warm westerly breeze was blowing waves of 
heat off the sands of the Sinai Desert. Most of the 217 
passengers were women and children taking a break 
in the Egyptian sun. Others on the flight had appar-
ently enjoyed a final evening of Sharm el-Sheikh’s 
nightlife: Autopsy reports would later show signs of 
alcoholic intoxication in 20 of them, and three had 
traces of recreational drugs. 

Fifteen-year-old Maria Ivleva, in window seat 
31A, and 77-year-old Natalia Bashakova, in front 
of her in 30A, settled down for the more than four-
hour flight back to their homes and families in St. 
Petersburg. Some 9 feet below where they sat, 
tucked between two suitcases in the hold, was a 
bomb. Russian investigators believe it was placed 
there during loading by a baggage handler who was 
loyal to an Egyptian offshoot of the Syria-based 
Islamic State militant group (ISIS). 

At 6:12:56 a.m., the aircraft was 30,875 feet above 
the northern Sinai Desert when up to 2 pounds of 
high explosives detonated. 

The subsequent breakup of the plane and its crash 
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and avionics technician named Terry Lee Loewen 
was nabbed in an FBI sting operation after attempt-
ing to explode a car bomb at the Wichita, Kansas, air-
port. And in 2014, Eugene Harvey, a baggage handler 
at Atlanta’s Hartsfield-Jackson International Airport, 
was busted for helping an accomplice smuggle at least 
125 guns by loading them onto flights between Atlanta 
and New York. All of those incidents took place at 
airports that employ some of the most sophisticated 
security technology and procedures in the world.

Just as the 9/11 hijackers showed the world that 
knives could be smuggled through old-style airport 
security, so the person or people who blew up the 
Metrojet flight have presented the world with a fresh 
form of threat: Deadly attacks don’t have to be car-
ried out by suicide bombers—or even by passengers. 

“Security is only as good as the weakest link—
and that weakest link may well be the airport staff 
member, who whilst passing all appropriate checks 
and screening is secretively becoming radicalized,” 
says Mike Vivian, a veteran civil aviation pilot who 
is now a security consultant. That includes “all 
those who have access to aircraft, including cater-
ers, refuelers, baggage loaders, cleaners, mainte-
nance and operational staff, police and customs.”

In the wake of the Metrojet bombing, airports 
around the world tightened up the security vetting 
for staff. There was a purge underway at Paris’s 
Orly and Charles de Gaulle airports, where about 
70 employees lost their clearance to work in the 
most secure zones, many of them over suspected 
extremist links. The full security implications of 
the insider threat are mind-boggling. London’s 
Heathrow Airport employs 76,000 people. That is 
a lot of people to screen and trust. Every day, Brit-
ish Airways loads onto its planes 100,000 meals in 
the U.K. alone, and thousands of cans of soda. ISIS 
boasted that the bomb that took down the Metrojet 
flight was hidden in a soda can. Screening each one 
would be impossible.

Every generation of aircraft attackers exploits a 
new loophole that must be painstakingly plugged—
usually at great expense—but few loopholes will be 
as difficult and expensive to close as that posed by 
determined insiders with intimate knowledge of 
how airports work and easy access to targets. 

A single soda-can bomb smuggled onto a plane 

+ 
ARMY OF HELPERS: The Metrojet disaster high-

lighted security concerns about Egypt, but airport 
workers in the United States and Britain have been 

arrested for plotting attacks in recent years.
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“SECURITY IS ONLY AS GOOD AS THE WEAKEST LINK—AND THAT 
WEAKEST LINK MAY WELL BE THE AIRPORT STAFF MEMBER.”
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has terrifying destructive power—and not just for the 
doomed passengers on that flight. As the Metrojet 
bombing has shown, it can set friends against each 
other; it can devastate tourism-based economies; it 
can provoke a major power to unleash its most highly 
trained killers; it can cause airlines and airports 
around the world to tighten their already painfully 
tight security procedures; and it can scare anyone 
who plans to fly on a commercial airliner. The events 
of the past few months pose a painful question: Have 
we lost this round of whack-a-mole with the attackers, 
and entered a new era of bombs on planes?

VICTORY UPON VICTORY
TWENTY MINUTES into Metrojet 9268’s last flight, 
the aircraft had reached 30,000 feet. The autopilot 
had nearly retracted the flaps to level off into cruis-
ing altitude, and the pilots would likely have pushed 
back their seats and started sipping their usual 
post-takeoff coffee. In the all-coach-class plane, 
many passengers would be trying to snatch some 
sleep after their early start.

According to a painstaking analysis of the debris 
conducted by Russia’s Emergency Situations Min-
istry (MChS), the detonation punched one large 
15-centimeter-wide hole and several smaller ones 
in the plane’s aluminum alloy skin. It also blew out 
a section of stringers, the lightweight strips that 
hold the ribs of the plane’s fuselage together. Mod-
ern high explosives such as TNT typically expand 

a thousandfold as they explode. The resulting 
pressure spike in the cabin caused a vertical rip to 
spread around the fuselage, from keel to roof, in the 
vicinity of rows 30 and 31. 

Raw flight tracker data from Flight 9268 pub-
lished by Flightracker.com, an online resource 
used by the aviation industry, shows that in the six 
seconds between 6:12:56 a.m. and 6:13:02 a.m., the 
plane twice gained and lost nearly 4,000 feet in 
altitude. That wild diving and climbing was prob-
ably what ripped the  plane’s tail off, tipping the 
plane’s center of gravity forward and sending it into 
a steep dive, spilling luggage and debris into the sky 
as it fell. The corpse of one child was found 5 miles 
from the main crash site. 

Twenty-six seconds after detonation, at 6:13:22 
a.m., the plane had descended to 27,925 feet and the 
ground speed had plummeted from 400 knots to 62, 
meaning that the plane was in near-vertical free fall. 
At that point, the stricken plane stopped transmit-
ting flight data, but according to an animated graphic 
produced using MChS’s study of the debris field, at 
some point during the plunge the starboard engine 
detached from the wing and fell away, which put the 
aircraft into a left-handed spin, followed  seconds 
later by the port engine being ripped away. The main 
section of the plane hit the ground and shattered. 

+
WRECKED: Russian officials have said that Egyptian 
investigators who were first on the scene of the 
Sinai crash did not take swabs from the fuselage 
properly and that evidence was destroyed. 
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Three hours later, an Egyptian jihadi group call-
ing itself Islamic State-Wilayat Sinai tweeted a 
claim of responsibility to the world. “The fighters 
of the Islamic State were able to down a Russian 
plane over Sinai province that was carrying over 
220 Russian crusaders,” said the statement. “They 
were all killed, thanks be to God.”

Despite Wilayat Sinai’s crowing, the first reac-
tion of the Egyptian authorities was to deny that the 
incident had anything to do with terrorism. Ayman 
al-Muqaddam, head of Egypt’s central air traffic 
accident authority, told reporters hours after the 
crash that the pilot had made contact, saying that 
due to a technical failure he would attempt an emer-
gency landing at El Arish International Airport in 
northern Sinai. That was not true, but that statement 
was the first of many official denials that the attack 
was the result of terrorism, a pattern that has made 
Egyptian officials seem oddly detached from reality. 

This was the second victory of the day for the 
bombers: making one of their enemies look foolish 
as well as weak. Soon they were to have a third—cre-
ating tension between allies. 

Russia has a history of mixed relations with Egypt, 
but at the time of the Metrojet disaster, Cairo and 
Moscow were close. After the coup in Egypt that 
ousted democratically elected President Moham-
med Morsi, a leader of the Muslim Brotherhood, the 
Russians warmed to the new president, former gen-
eral Abdel-Fattah el-Sissi. 

The Egyptian army dispatched teams to search the 
desert for the plane. (The Sinai is one of the most heav-
ily militarized parts of Egypt as a result of a five-year-
old Islamist insurgency.) By noon, Egyptian media 
were disseminating first reports of bodies and debris 
discovered. At the same time, Russia’s MChS scram-
bled three special Antonov jets with crash experts and 
equipment to take off for Sharm el-Sheikh. 

By then, Russia was already in mourning. In St. 
Petersburg’s Pulkovo Airport, the intended destina-
tion of the plane, the families of the victims waited 
for news. Among them was import manager Alek-
sandr Voitenko, whose 37-year-old sister, Irina, and 
14-year-old niece, Alisa, were on the flight. “It was the 
first ever trip on a plane for my niece,” he says. “The 
first and the last.” The families, and many other Rus-
sians, were demanding answers—and justice. Rus-
sian investigators got to work by midafternoon. 

The central part of the Sinai Desert is not sand; it’s 
a hard-baked, stony expanse of nothingness. Even 
in October the daytime temperature was over 86 
degrees Fahrenheit. “It was the landscape of a fever 
dream, or a video game—kilometers of flat yellow 

rock,” says a Russian television reporter who flew to 
the crash site a few days later. (He requested anonym-
ity because his channel demands exclusivity on all 
reporting.) “The MChS teams were very professional. 
They formed lines and walked over kilometers of ter-
ritory, searching for any pieces of evidence.”

The Egyptian police, according to Igor Trunov, a 
lawyer who represents the victims’ families, were 
less professional. “Before takeoff, many of the vic-
tims were photographed with jewelry, and many had 
expensive telephones with them, as well as valu-
ables in their luggage,” says Trunov. “But after the 
crash, where are they? I think that there are many 
questions for the Egyptian police to answer.” 

According to MChS team members interviewed 
by Russian reporters, swabs taken by the Egyptians 
of damaged pieces of the fuselage damage weren’t 
properly done and evidence was destroyed, making it 
harder to determine the exact kind of explosive used. 
Speculation that the plane might have been brought 
down by a surface-to-air missile—fueled by a video 
posted on an ISIS-affiliated website apparently show-
ing old footage of a fighter plane being shot down—
was quickly scotched by evidence that an explosion 
had taken place inside the plane. MChS officers 
showed TV reporters two suitcases—one black plas-
tic, one red nylon—that showed scorch marks and the 
clear signs of having been melted by fire.

By midday November 1, the Russian and Egyp-
tian teams had found 163 bodies. A day later, coffins 

POP: ISIS boasted that the bomb that took down 
the Metrojet flight was hidden in a soda can, releas-
ing a picture of what it said were the components 
used to build it, including a detonator and switch.
+

MODERN HIGH EXPLOSIVES SUCH AS TNT TYPICALLY  
EXPAND A THOUSANDFOLD AS THEY EXPLODE.
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began arriving in St. Petersburg filled with many of 
those bodies—and many unidentified body parts. 
Voitenko recalls spending two hours with his mother 
filling out forms giving detailed physical descrip-
tions of his dead sister and niece. “Five or six fam-
ilies visited the morgue at a time,” he recalls. “They 
showed us bodies which were not too burned and 
could be identified easily.” Officials also showed him 
photographs of some identifiable parts of bodies 
that might match his relatives. “It was impossible to 
recognize most of the bodies as human beings,” he 
says. Some relatives insisted on burying their loved 
ones before DNA tests were complete—but when 
the results came out on December 11, three victims 
had to be exhumed and reburied after it was found 
that the corpses had been misidentified.

As Russians dealt with their grief and anger, the 
Egyptian government continued to deny that the 
Metrojet plane had been the target of an attack. 
Finally, on February 24, almost four months after 
the disaster, el-Sissi finally acknowledged that ter-
rorists had brought down the flight. 

By then, the bombers had provoked more actions 
that they would likely consider further victories. 
On November 6, Russian President Vladimir Putin 
announced a ban on all flights from Russia to Egypt. 

Sharm el-Sheikh was by then something of a ghost 
town, dealing a terrible blow to the country’s tour-
ism industry. A few days later, the Russian Federal 
Security Service, or FSB, announced that the cause 
was officially a bomb. The Kremlin then launched a 
massive worldwide hunt for the perpetrators. Rus-
sia offered a bounty of $50 million for information 
leading to the bombers. While those measures may 
ultimately lead to their capture or deaths, Islamist 
militants often consider it a victory when they pro-
voke great powers into launching military or paramil-
itary missions against them—and they are likely to 
be flattered that the reward here is almost twice that 
offered by the U.S. government for Osama bin Laden.

“We will search for them everywhere, no mat-
ter where they are hiding,” Putin told a televised 
meeting of Russia’s Security Council on November 
17. “We will find them in any place on the planet 
and will punish them.” Putin also threatened any 
countries discovered to be sheltering the killers 
with dire consequences. “We will act in accordance 
with Article 51 of the United Nations Charter, the 
right to self-defense.” Kremlin spokesman Dmitry 

ISIS FRANCHISE: Analysts believe the idea of plant-
ing a bomb at Sharm el-Sheikh Airport originated 
with militants in Sinai, but the precise target and 
orders came from ISIS central command in Syria.
+
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Peskov elaborated: “This presidential order has no 
limits in time or geography.”

With Putin’s personal prestige invested in the 
result, it’s certain the FSB has mounted a man-
hunt of unprecedented proportions. “We will find 
them, that’s a certainty,” says one retired KGB 
major-general who worked in Soviet foreign intel-
ligence and who is not authorized to speak on the 
record. “We have many friends and colleagues all 
over the region—in Egypt, Syria, Iraq.” The FSB has 
hunted down and killed many of Russia’s enemies. 
One Chechen separatist leader was allegedly killed 
by a Russian-approved car bomb in Qatar in 2004; 
another was gunned down by a suspected Kremlin 
assassin in Istanbul last November—not to mention 
the FSB’s alleged role in the polonium poisoning of 
KGB defector Alexander Litvinenko in London in 
2006. “I promise you—among our colleagues we 
have many highly professional specialists in this 
area,” says the general. “Our reach is long.”

PRIME SUSPECTS
RUSSIAN AND Western intelligence believe they 
have identified the likely culprit: a former clothing 
importer and graduate of Cairo’s al-Azhar University 
who goes by the nom de guerre Abu Osama al-Masri 
and is believed to be either 42 or 43. In 2011, al-Masri 
was a senior leader in a small jihadi group based in 
the Sinai Peninsula named Ansar Bayt al-Maqdis—
literally the “supporters of the holy house,” meaning 
Jerusalem. When Hosni Mubarak stepped down as 
Egypt’s president in the wake of the Egyptian rev-
olution in 2011, his replacement, Morsi, released 
hundreds of jailed militants from Egyptian prisons, 
and many flocked to join ABM’s jihad. In its early 
days, most of ABM’s attacks were on Israeli targets, 
launching rockets across the border and blowing up 
gas pipelines. After the Egyptian army deposed Morsi 
in 2013, al-Masri gathered more small groups under 
his banner and began attacking Egyptian military tar-
gets instead. (Between 2012 and 2015, ABM and other 
groups in the Sinai mounted more than 400 attacks, 
including large-scale assaults on army bases and 
towns.) Al-Masri’s ambitions continued to grow. In 
a video sermon posted on the internet on November 
10, 2014, a spokesman for the group announced that 
ABM had pledged allegiance to the region’s most vio-
lent jihadi force: ISIS. 

After that pledge, ABM changed its name to 
Wilayat Sinai, meaning Sinai Province. “The relation-
ship between Wilayat Sinai and ISIS in Iraq appears 
to be strong,” says Sajjan Gohel, international secu-

rity director of the Asia-Pacific Foundation, a Lon-
don think tank. Despite the strong Egyptian roots of 
Al-Qaeda (which was co-founded by Egyptian Ayman 
al-Zawahiri), Gohel says, al-Masri preferred to strike 
an alliance with ISIS because “Al-Qaeda was always 
clandestine, while ISIS overtly controls swaths of 
territory and takes action.” The two also share a pro-
pensity for extreme violence. “People who associate 
themselves with the ISIS brand are very motivated by 
total brutality, especially against Muslims and apos-
tates. Al-Qaeda never deliberately targeted Muslims, 
while ISIS goes out of their way to kill them.”

Analysts believe the idea of planting a bomb on 
a plane at Sharm-el-Sheikh Airport originated with 
Wilayat Sinai, but the precise target and order to 
execute likely came from ISIS central command 
in Raqqa, Syria. “The Metrojet bombing was a dis-
tinctly Egyptian operation, although it was claimed 
by ISIS,” says Allison McManus, research direc-
tor at the Tahrir Institute for Middle East Policy, a 
Washington-based think tank. The planning, she 
says, would have been carried out between North 
and South Sinai, requiring operatives with intimate 
understanding of the security procedures at Sharm 
el-Sheikh Airport. “While some strategic or techni-
cal expertise may have been gained from ISIS, the 
overall planning and execution would have been 
done domestically,” McManus says.

“Certainly,” says Gohel, the two are “not just in 
contact but share resources, exchange technical 
information via encrypted data. There is a separation 
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+
PAYBACK: The attack on the plane carrying Russian 
tourists home from the Red Sea resort came soon 
after Moscow stepped up its military support for 
Syrian President Bashar al-Assad. 

“IT WAS THE LANDSCAPE OF A FEVER DREAM, OR A VIDEO  
GAME—KILOMETERS OF FLAT YELLOW ROCK.”
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between ISIS and its franchises, but they are known 
to have a network on the dark web that is operating 
actively, where terror activity is discussed in detail.” 

Nor is Wilayat Sinai simply an ISIS farm team; it is 
a well-organized and sophisticated group. “Sinai mil-
itants have traveled to Iraq, Syria and Libya, where 
they trained with counterparts there to develop 
strategic, tactical and technical knowledge,” says 
 McManus. “Wilayat Sinai may be a smaller organiza-
tion [than ISIS, but] it is certainly no less knowledge-
able or experienced. Egyptian and Sinai jihadists are 
some of the most dangerous in the world.”

What seems clear is that preparations for the 
insider attack at Sharm el-Sheikh began well before 
the target was selected. A Russian security source 
quoted by the FSB-connected Life News tabloid 
claimed in February that the man who planted the 
bomb applied for the job at the airport some time 
before the attack and “asked specifically to be 
employed as a baggage loader.” (The FSB officially 
denied that it was the source of the story.) 

It’s highly likely Wilayat Sinai’s agent—or agents—
were already in place when Russia launched its sur-
prise air campaign in support of the government of 
President Bashar al-Assad in Syria on September 30. 
In fact, ISIS’s online magazine, Dabiq, claimed the tar-
get was changed from a “Western” plane to a Russian 
one after the start of Putin’s bombing. Whatever the 
case, when Abu Muhammad al-Adnani, emir of ISIS 
in Syria and the group’s official spokesman, released 
an audio message on October 13 urging Islamic youth 
everywhere to “ignite jihad against the Russians and 

the Americans in their crusaders’ war against Mus-
lims,” Wilayat Sinai was ready to answer the call. 

Dabiq also published what it claimed was a photo-
graph of the device that brought down the Metrojet—a 
homemade-looking bomb consisting of a battered 
Schweppes can packed with explosives, a 2-inch-long 
detonator with a yellow wire and a thumb-sized elec-
tronic timer covered in insulating tape. Some security 
experts doubt that such a small device could deliver 
such a devastating blow. In the past, several aircraft 
have survived explosions of devices of up to 455 
grams (1 pound). A bomb that exploded in the cabin 
of TWA Flight 840 over Greece in April 1986 blew a 
large hole in the fuselage and caused four passengers 
to be sucked out of the aircraft, but the plane landed 
safely. And in February a man on a Daallo Airlines 
flight from Somalia to Djibouti carried a small device 
believed to be hidden in a laptop, ripping a 6-by-3-
foot hole in the plane. The suspect—who is believed 
to have had links to the jihadi group Al-Shabaab—was 
the only victim, and the aircraft made an emergency 
landing at Mogadishu, Somalia.

Where the device is placed is much more critical 
than its explosive power, says Vivian, the security con-
sultant. On the Metrojet, the bomb “was adjacent to a 
pressure bulkhead, and this would have a devastating 
effect. Clearly, someone had to have some knowledge 
of air-side working and the inside of an Airbus and the 
relevant place where to put the device.” 

Local know-how and personnel, combined with 
expertise and a call to action from ISIS headquar-
ters: That’s a combination not unique to Egypt and 
the Sinai. As ISIS-affiliated franchises and groups 
grow in influence and number in the Middle East, 
Africa and elsewhere, experts say the pattern that 
apparently resulted in the murder of 224 people 
could be replicated almost anywhere.

DEVASTATING SUCCESS
FOR VICTIMS’ relatives like Alexander Sologubov, 
who lost his 25-year-old daughter, Evgeniya, in the 
crash, the pain and anger lingers. “I would not shoot 
the terrorists,” he told Russian television in Novem-
ber. “They should be kept alive and tortured for 224 
days, and for every one of those days they would be 
praying for death. Dying for Allah is honorable for 
them. We need to do something different.”

+
IN DENIAL: In the days after the EgyptAir disaster, 
Egyptian officials, including Prime Minister Sherif 
Ismail, denied the plane was the target of a  
terrorist attack. 

RUSSIA OFFERED A BOUNTY OF $50 MILLION FOR 
INFORMATION LEADING TO THE BOMBERS’ WHEREABOUTS.
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From the viewpoint of Wilayat Sinai and ISIS, the 
attack was a devastating success. “In selecting a Rus-
sian target, ISIS sent a message to its adversary about 
the consequences of its campaign on their territory 
in Iraq and Syria,” says McManus. “Simultaneously, 
Wilayat Sinai struck at the Egyptian state, success-
fully crippling its tourism economy. In garnering 
global attention, Wilayat Sinai also gained respect 
and support from its international counterparts.”

Most devastating has been the effect on Egypt’s 
credibility—and stability. In the seven months since 
the attack—which have included a hijacking in April 
featuring a fake suicide vest smuggled through secu-
rity at Alexandria’s airport—Egypt’s authorities have 
seemed more concerned with covering up their 
failures than telling the truth. They’ve also made 
no apparent progress in bringing the Metrojet sus-
pects to justice—though in January, Reuters cited 
anonymous sources who claimed that an EgyptAir 
mechanic whose cousin joined ISIS in Syria in mid-
2014, a baggage handler suspected of planting the 
bomb, and two police officers had been detained. 
Egypt’s Interior Ministry says no one is in custody in 
relation to the disaster. 

We’ve seen this kind of stonewalling before. In 
1999, EgyptAir Flight 990 crashed into the Atlantic 
en route from Los Angeles, via New York to Cairo, on 

October 31—clearly an unlucky date for Egyptian avi-
ation. The Egyptian Civil Aviation Authority insisted 
mechanical failure was to blame. But instrument and 
voice cockpit recordings strongly suggested the cruise 
co-pilot, Gamil al-Batouti, put the plane into a delib-
erate dive, quietly repeating “Tawakiltala Allah,” 
which loosely means “I rely on God,” 11 times during 
the final two minutes and 43 seconds of conversation 
that the cockpit voice recorder captured. 

This culture of denial makes Egypt seem as if it can 
be badly thrown off course by terrorism—and that’s 
exactly what ISIS wants. The reasons for the more 
recent EgyptAir crash are still not clear—in an audio 
message released May 21, an ISIS spokesman urged 
sympathizers to launch attacks on civilians but made 
no mention of the EgyptAir plane. But given Egypt’s 
track record, it will likely try to spin the latest disaster 
in a way that it considers most politically expedient.

That only undermines people’s faith in the insti-
tutions charged with keeping them safe—and 
spreads more fear. With the Metrojet bombing, 
ISIS opened a terrifying new front. It’s now up to 
the group’s foes to face up to that threat—and find 
ways to close it down, fast. 

+
GRIEF AGAIN: A relative of a passenger on the 
EgyptAir flight that went down on its flight from 
Paris. Egypt was already seeing a sharp reduction 
in visitors due to security concerns.
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+ 
DON’T FEAR THE 
DARK: The batter-
ies in the Si2 store 
enough energy 
to keep the plane 
flying at night. 
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N E W  W O R L D

HEALTH INNOVATION FOOD ENVIRONMENT MEDICINE TECHNOLOGY

SOMETIME IN LATE May or early June, Bertrand 
Piccard and André Borschberg hope to land a 
plane in New York City. That in and of itself is 
nothing to shout about, but by touching down, 
they will have flown more than halfway around 
the world using only solar power. 

The idea came to Piccard after he and a partner 
became the first to circle the globe nonstop in a 
hot-air balloon, fueled by liquid propane, in 1999. 
“Every day, I was afraid to fall short of gas,” he 
says. He decided he would one day take another 
trans-global flight without a drop of fuel—“per-
petual flight” with “unlimited endurance.”

Piccard teamed up with Borschberg, an 
engineer and entrepreneur, to develop a solar- 
powered plane. The Solar Impulse 2 (Si2) is made 
out of extremely light materials, like carbon fiber; 
its wingspan is larger than that of a Boeing 747 
jumbo jet, but it weighs roughly as much as a 
sedan. The plane has 17,248 solar cells that turn 
sunlight into electricity, and uses four electric 

motors and four battery packs. The latter store 
enough energy to make the Si2 the first solar plane 
that can fly through the night. 

This flying stunt is about demonstrating the 
possibilities of clean energy, to inspire new tech-
nologies and applications. Many of the materials 
and technologies in the Si2 can be translated for 
use on the ground, Borschberg says. The batter-
ies and electric motors can be used in cars, the 
insulation that protects the batteries from cold at 
high altitudes has already been used in refriger-
ators, and Schindler, one of their dozens of part-
ners, has made a solar-powered elevator system 
inspired by the Si2. Borschberg sees two other big 
projects emerging from the Si2: electric airplanes 
of increasing size and capacity, and an unmanned 
version that can stay aloft for months and function 
like a satellite. “If you just make a press confer-
ence for clean technologies, nobody will listen,” 
Piccard says. “But when you fly around the world 
with no fuel, people say, ‘Wow.’” 

SUNLIGHT AS A FEATHER
Two pilots are flying a solar-powered 
plane around the world to show off 
the many possibilities of clean energy

BY  
STAV ZIV
 @stavzivN
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DISRUPTIVE

BLOCKCHAIN TODAY might be like the internet 
in 1993: a decade from now, you’ll wonder how 
society ever functioned without it, even though 
most of us barely know what it is right now.

Some fascinating blockchain sprouts are pok-
ing through these days, such as one company 
that lets anyone act as a bank teller and another 
that could tell you every person who has ever 
owned a particular diamond—a handy way to 
make sure you don’t wear a ring that helped 
finance the civil war in Sierra Leone. Still other 
blockchain concepts could challenge Uber and 
Facebook down the road. 

Blockchain is the technology behind the digi-
tal currency bitcoin. It is a kind of super sophis-
ticated distributed ledger that keeps track of 
things on thousands or even millions of dis-
parate computers, all coordinating with one 
another. There’s no single entity in charge. If the 
internet is an army with generals (General Ama-
zon, General Google), the blockchain is more 
like a colony of ants, each encoded with how to 
work for the good of the whole. The grand prom-
ise of blockchain goes far beyond bitcoin, just as 
the promise of the internet back in the day went 
way beyond CompuServe.

In 1993, hardly anybody had heard the word 
internet. People like Al Gore were instead preach-
ing about a coming “information superhighway.” 
A group of students in the middle of nowhere (i.e., 
the University of Illinois at Urbana- Champaign) 
concocted the first wobbly browser. Yahoo was 
two years from its founding. Not a soul foresaw 

Facebook, Match.com, WikiLeaks or cat videos. 
Mark Zuckerberg was 9 years old.

Think of the explosion and disruption that 
happened over the following decade. Think of 
how our way of life was completely changed 

THE REVOLUTION WILL BE VERIFIED
How blockchain technology will remake 
the global financial system

BY  
KEVIN MANEY

 @kmaney
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WE’LL GET A SYSTEM THAT 
ESSENTIALLY AUTOMATES 
TRUST AND VERIFICATION.

DEMOCRATIZING 
THE WEB: The 
technology behind 
bitcoin works is 
programmable, 
sophisticated and 
could soon revo-
lutionize the way 
we verify currency, 
goods and even 
people.
+

by this internet thing. And so imagine what it 
means when Don Tapscott, who has been writ-
ing books and advising corporations about tech-
nology since the ’80s, says the blockchain is the 
next internet.

Granted, Tapscott has a new book to sell, 
Blockchain Revolution, but the sentiment is com-
mon these days. Barry Silbert, one of the top 
early players in bitcoin, last year started Digital 
Currency Group so he could invest in a basket of 
companies he believes will reinvent the global 
financial system. Venture capital firms pumped 
$160 million into blockchain startups during the 
first quarter of 2016, up from $26 million the pre-
vious quarter. Google searches for “blockchain” 
leaped 32 percent in the quarter. Something’s 
clearly happening.

Bitcoin is an interesting early application that 
may or may not have legs. More important, block-
chain for the first time makes it possible to ensure 
there is just one authentic digital copy of some-
thing on the network. That’s why money was the 
technology’s starting place. When you make a 
cat video, you want as many people as possible to 
copy it and pass it on. When you create money, 
it’s good to make sure that when one person gives 
it to another, the giver can’t keep a copy.

As blockchain develops, instead of having 
an internet that puts information and content 
online, we’ll get a system that essentially auto-
mates trust and verification—the kind of stuff 
we now rely on accountants, banks, 
lawyers and governments to do. You’ll 
be able to know that anything on a 
blockchain (money, a deed, a person) 
is authentic and that everyone around 
the world agrees on its value.

Better yet, since everything on the 
blockchain is digital, it is programma-
ble. Currency can be programmed to 
keep track of every person who has 
used it. Software-enabled contracts can know if 
a job has been completed and make the payment 
without any middleman. A song on the block-
chain could ask you to pay for it before it plays, 
cutting out iTunes or Spotify and sending the 
money back to the artist.

We’re starting to see real applications for block-
chain. Silbert told me about Everledger, which 
is putting diamonds on the blockchain. First, 
Everledger’s software creates a digital fingerprint 
of a cut diamond by measuring 40 points on the 
stone. No two diamonds are exactly alike. From 
that point on, the blockchain has an unalterable 
record of a diamond’s path. If you can’t trace 
a diamond back to a legitimate origin, you can 
assume it might be a blood diamond or stolen.

Tapscott wrote about Abra, which can change 
how cash gets sent to individuals around the 
world. In an Uber-like way, on one side are peo-
ple who sign up to be virtual bank tellers. On the 
other side are users—like an immigrant in the 
U.S. who wants to send money to his mother in 
the Philippines. The user pulls up a map-like app 
to find the nearest teller, and the two agree to 
meet. The user gives the teller money, and the 
teller uses his or her account to put that amount 
of money into Abra’s blockchain-based system. 
In the Philippines, the user’s mom similarly 
locates a teller, who translates the money into 
local cash to hand to Mom. 

The whole process cuts out banks, costs a 
fraction of the fees banks charge for such trans-
fers and can happen in an instant instead of 10 
business days.

So much more is coming. As Tapscott says, 
a blockchain version of Uber could essentially 
be self-organized by drivers—connecting and 
authenticating cars and riders and collecting and 
dispersing payments automatically, cutting out 
Uber and the high fees it collects from drivers. 
If such a thing gets created, it’s easy to imagine 
Uber drivers defecting.

Even the Facebook empire could be chal-
lenged, Tapscott says. Facebook’s real value is 
in the data it collects about each of us, which we 
give to Facebook for free. Blockchain technology 
could allow each of us to participate in social 

 networks and do transactions but keep all the 
data about ourselves in kind of a digital lockbox. 
If Facebook wanted our data, it would have to 
buy it from us. This could devastate Facebook, 
much the way a farmer’s business model would 
be crushed if he suddenly had to buy all the sun-
light that hit his crops.

It’s still hard to grasp the impact blockchain will 
have. But soon, for most of us, we won’t need to 
struggle to understand the technology, just as we 
didn’t have to all know about TCP/IP and HTML 
once the internet took flight. As the blockchain 
applications start appearing, we’ll get it. 

Somewhere out there is a 9-year-old who will 
hop on a blockchain-created opportunity and 
turn into the next hoodie billionaire. 
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RUTH GATES hops off the launch and gestures 
toward a mass of submerged coral shimmering 
darkly in the crystalline waters a few feet offshore. 
“That whitish coral and the one covered with 
algae over there are dead,” she says. “The brown 
coral that you see growing in the gaps is still alive.”

We have arrived at Moku o Lo‘e (Coconut 
Island), the site of the University of Hawaii’s 
state-of-the-art marine laboratory, where Gates 
and her team are attempting to learn why some 
coral animals survive bleaching—when an 
environmental trigger like warm water causes 
corals to turn completely white and stop grow-
ing—while others, often just inches away, perish.

It is not just an academic question. Gates 
intends to use the results to breed—and eventu-
ally introduce—climate-adapted “super coral” 
to the ocean to help bring the world’s ailing 
reefs back to life. “So much of our field has been 
simply watching the demise of reefs,” she says. 
“It’s time to think about solutions. We don’t 
have a lot of time.”

This urgency led Gates to team up with marine 
ecologist Madeleine van Oppen in Austra-
lia on a five-year project, funded by Microsoft 
co-founder Paul Allen (whose company Vulcan 
supports projects to promote ocean health and 
conservation), to engage in “human-assisted 
evolution.” It is not so different from what people 

have done for millennia with food crops, cross-
breeding the best performers to create the fruits, 
grains and vegetables that we eat today. How-
ever, the idea of breeding coral, as one would 
wheat or tomatoes, has sparked controversy.

“This is not [genetically modified organisms], 
people!” Gates assured a well-heeled audience at 
the Punahou School in Honolulu, to a smattering 
of chuckles. She was there to garner public support 
for an approach that alarms those who believe 
humans should never interfere with nature, espe-
cially when that manipulation involves genes, the 
very building blocks of life. The coral biologist 
counters that our carbon-spewing civilization has 
already interfered big time, so why not use our 
best science to help repair the damage? “Should 
we act now? I say yes,” Gates exclaimed as she 
paced the stage. “The pace of environmental 
change is faster than the organism’s capacity to 
adapt. It’s as simple as that!”

Yet there is nothing simple about the Noah-
like ambition of reseeding the globe’s imperiled 
reefs, where things have just gone from bad to 
much worse. In only the past few months, 93 
percent of Australia’s vast Great Barrier Reef 
has been damaged by coral bleaching, accord-
ing to researchers at Australia’s James Cook 
University. In some areas, the destruction is 
perhaps irreparable. The culprit is the current 

REEF STRICKEN
On Hawaii’s Coconut Island,  
scientists are engineering  
coral to survive the deadly  
effects of climate change

BY  
RICHARD SCHIFFMAN

 @Schiffman108
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El Niño weather system, which has generated 
a peripatetic mass of warm water—nicknamed 
“the blob”—that has advanced steadily across 
the Pacific slow-cooking untold billions of del-
icate coral animals as it passes.

Coral has been in decline for a long time due 
to shoreline development, industrial pollution  
and even the suntan lotion swimmers slather 
on their bodies. Gates had her road to Damas-
cus moment in 1985, when a reef she was study-
ing in Jamaica was run over by a ship. It was an 
“emotionally horrific experience” she recalls, 
“a vibrant and spectacularly beautiful cathe-
dral-like structure created over thousands of 
years reduced to rubble.” She resolved then and 
there to find a way to rescue reefs.

Gates’s testing grounds is Kane‘ohe Bay, where 
Coconut Island is located. Encircled by the cor-

rugated green cliffs of Oahu’s Ko‘olau Mountain 
Range and the seaward sweep of the Mokapu 
Peninsula to the north, the waters of the bay 
are a postcard-perfect turquoise. But the coral 
colonies, which cover 70 percent of the bay’s 

IN ONLY THE PAST FEW 
MONTHS, 93 PERCENT  
OF AUSTRALIA’S VAST  
GREAT BARRIER REEF  
HAS BEEN DAMAGED  
BY CORAL BLEACHING.

+ 
DEEP DIVE: Uni-

versity of Hawaii 
researchers are 

studying why 
some types of 

coral are more re-
silient than others 
to threats such as 

warmer water.
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shallows, are reeling from a series of successive 
bleaching events in each of the past three years.

That coral still lives in Kane‘ohe Bay is nearly 
miraculous. For decades, a Honolulu bedroom 
community on its shores allowed sewage and 
storm runoff to foul the ocean, triggering the 
growth of bubble algae that all but smothered 
colonies under stinky green mats. When a pub-
lic outcry ended this destructive practice in the 
late 1970s, the coral gradually came back, illus-
trating Gates’s core idea that reefs can recover, 
if they are given half a chance. “There is this 
incredible diversity in coral, how they feed, how 
they reproduce, how they respond to water tem-
perature and acidity,” says Gates. “I hate it when 
this enormously complex story gets translated 
as ‘all coral will be dead in 50 years.’ There is so 
much that we don’t yet understand about their 
capacity for resilience.”

The challenge is to discover the biological 
mechanisms that allow some corals to fare bet-
ter than others. The University of Hawaii team 
will be sequencing the genomes of the five main 
coral species in the bay to pinpoint the genes 
that best equip corals for the rigors of climate 
change. But another big factor, Gates says, is the 

nature of the symbiosis between the wormlike 
coral polyp and a photosynthesizing algae the 
polyps depend on for food.

Corals bleach when the algae, called dino-
flagellates, are flushed from the tissue cells that 
make up the coral polyp. This happens when 
water temperatures rise beyond a certain point—
though exactly why is unclear. “We don’t yet 
know if the plants chose to leave,” says Gates, “or 
the animals are kicking them out.” Either way, 
once the expulsion is complete, the corals starve.

In a University of Hawaii lab, molecular biol-
ogist Amy Eggers turns the lenses of a laser 
scanning confocal microscope, which allows for 
three-dimensional reconstructions of complex 
objects—like, in this case, a slice of living coral 
sitting in a tiny pool of seawater on the micro-
scope’s stage. The supersized image of a coral 
polyp on her screen appears like a sea monster 
with a gaping mouth and flailing tentacles.

The coral appears garishly multicolored under 
ultraviolet light. “Those bright red dots that you 
see are the algae in the coral,” Eggers says. A 
flurry of red particles stream slowly away from 
the polyps. “You are seeing bleaching actually 
taking place,” Eggers coolly explains, adding 

+ 
CORAL CHAMPION: 
“I hate it when 
this enormously 
complex story 
gets translated as 
‘all coral will be 
dead in 50 years,’” 
says Ruth Gates 
of the University 
of Hawaii.
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that bleaching is a gradual process: Not all of the 
dinoflagellates leave at once. And this accounts 
for the fact that, in some cases, a reef can 
“bleach” but still bounce back. So long as a few 
algae linger on in the cells, the coral can recover.

There are hundreds of species of algae within 
the cells of different species of coral, says Gates. 
Inconveniently, those that excel at making the 
sugars that coral feeds on tend to be the poorest 
at withstanding high water temperatures and high 
acidity, and vice versa. However, achieving the 
right mix of algae and polyp can give the coral a 
real shot at survival, Gates says. So her team will 
be matchmakers, injecting coral polyps with new 
partner species of algae to discover which ones 
enhance the animal’s capacity to survive. 

On the principle that “what doesn’t kill you 
makes you stronger,” they are also exposing coral 
to successive episodes of warmer and more acidic 
water in experimental tanks. Carbon dioxide is 
bubbled into seawater that circulates between 
palm-sized chunks of living coral to simulate 
future ocean conditions. Gates, a self-described 
jock and a martial arts teacher, compares this to 
athletic training: “It’s like running the marathon. 
When you train for the first time, it is agony, it 
is completely outside your comfort zone. But 
the second time you train, you are back in mar-
athon-ready form really quickly. 
You have a muscle memory; it’s 
not nearly as grueling.”

The coral that has undergone 
this training will then be trans-
planted back onto the natural 
reef to see whether it performs 
better in the wild after it has 
been toughened up in the lab. 
The team is also testing to see if 
the advantages of this “training” 
can be passed down to the coral’s 
children. Research assistant Hol-
lie Putnam has been investigating the revolution-
ary new science of epigenetics: how experience 
gets transmitted across generations outside the 
usual channels of genetic inheritance. “We’ve 
already found that the offspring of coral that have 
been exposed to stress do better when faced with 
harsh conditions than the offspring of those that 
were not exposed,” says Putnam.

“We don’t yet know how long these epigene-
tic instructions can be passed down,” Putnam 
continues. “It may be one generation or multiple 
generations.” Either way, she hopes that by mim-
icking the ocean conditions that are expected 
as climate change advances, researchers can 
induce epigenetic changes in coral in the lab that 
will enable their offspring to better survive in the 

warmer, more acidic waters of the future.
Ultimately, the goal is to speed up coral’s nat-

ural processes of adaptation to equal today’s 
unprecedented rate of environmental change. 
“The critical question is, How fast can they do 
it?” says Paul Jokiel, the reef ecologist who dis-
covered the phenomenon of bleaching in 1970, 
while studying coral exposed to heated power 
plant outflows near Pearl Harbor. “Corals adapt 
over hundreds and thousands of years. But most 
reefs today are within a 2-degree Celsius rise 
in water temperature of dying out. If we don’t 
change our ways fast, we’ll shoot past that lethal 
limit in no time.”

Can human intervention help? “Perhaps on 
some reefs in the short term,” says Jokiel. “But 
just look at the projected temperature in 2030, 
2040. No matter what you do, your work will 
eventually be lost.” And then there is the prob-

lem of scale. While Jokiel applauds Gates’s cut-
ting-edge science, he says that producing enough 
lab-adapted seed coral to make a difference for 
the hundreds of threatened species across the 
globe would be mind-bogglingly difficult. “Let’s 
put our energy and resources into something 
that we know will make a difference—cutting 
carbon,” says Jokiel, who fears that focusing on 
rescuing reefs could divert attention from the 
real work of tackling global warming.

Gates agrees that putting the brakes on climate 
change is the only way to save the world’s reefs, 
but she says we also need to help coral tide over 
during the tough years that lie ahead. “The risk 
of doing nothing,” she says, “is the obliteration 
of coral reefs worldwide.” 

 “THE BLOB” HAS ADVANCED 
STEADILY ACROSS THE  
PACIFIC, SLOW-COOKING UN-
TOLD BILLIONS OF DELICATE  
CORAL ANIMALS AS IT PASSES.
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NORMAL
BRAIN

MILD COGNITIVE 
IMPAIRMENT 

ALZHEIMER’S
DISEASE

swallow the germ to prove the link was real and, 
obviously, became sick soon after. Thankfully, his 
self-sacrifice was eventually validated when he 
and Warren were awarded a Nobel Prize in 2005.

But while modern medicine has grown com-
fortable with the idea that even chronic physical 
ailments can be sparked by the living infini-
tesimal, there is an even bolder, more contro-
versial proposition from a growing number of 
researchers. It’s the idea that certain germs, 
bugs and microbes can lie hidden in the body 
for decades, all the while slowly damaging our 
brains, even to the point of dementia, depres-
sion and schizophrenia.

In January 2016, a team led by Shawn Gale, 
an associate professor in psychology at Brigham 
Young University, looked at the infection history 
of 5,662 young to middle-aged adults alongside 
the results of tests intended to measure  cognition. 

AS RECENTLY AS the 1970s, doctors stubbornly 
treated complaints of festering open sores in 
the stomach as a failing of diet or an inability to 
manage stress. Though we had long accepted 
the basic premise of Louis Pasteur’s germ the-
ory—that flittering short bursts of disease and 
death are often caused by microscopic beings that 
could be stopped by sanitary food, water and spe-
cially crafted drugs—many researchers ardently 
resisted the idea that they could also trigger more 
complicated, chronic illnesses. 

When it came to ulcers, no one believed that any 
microorganisms could endure in the acidic caul-
dron of our digestive system. It took the gumshoe 
work of Australian doctors and medical research-
ers Barry Marshall and Robin Warren in the 1980s 
to debunk that belief and discover the specific 
bug responsible for most chronic stomach ulcers, 
Helicobacter pylori. Marshall even went so far as to 

BUGS IN YOUR BRAIN
Could mental illness and cognitive decline 
be caused by viral and bacterial infection?

BY  
ED CARA 

 @EdCara4
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Gale’s rogues’ gallery included both parasites (the 
roundworm and Toxoplasma gondii) and viruses 
(the hepatitis clan, cytomegalovirus, and herpes 
simplex virus Types 1 and 2). The team created an 
index of infectious disease—the more bugs a par-
ticipant had been exposed to, the higher the per-
son’s index score. It turned out that those with a 
higher score were more likely to have worse learn-
ing and memory skills, as well as slower informa-
tion-processing speed than those with a lower 
score, even after controlling for other factors, like 
age, sex and financial status. 

Aside from their shared ability to stay rooted 
inside us, the ways these pathogens might influ-
ence our noggins are as varied as their biology 
is from one another. Some, like T. gondii (often 
transmitted to humans via contaminated cats 
and infected dirt), can discreetly infest the brain 
and cause subtle changes to our brain chemistry, 
altering levels of neurotransmitters like dopamine 
while causing no overt signs of disease. Others, 
like hepatitis C, are suspected of hitching a ride 
onto infected white blood cells that cross the 
brain-blood barrier and, once inside, deplete our 
supply of white brain matter, the myelin-coated 
axons that help neurons communicate with each 
other and seem to actively shape how we learn. 
And still others, like H. pylori, could trigger a low-
level but chronic inflammatory response that 
gradually wears down our body and mind alike.

Gale’s team found only fairly small deficits 
in cognition connected to infection. But other 
researchers, like Ruth Itzhaki, professor emer-
itus of molecular neurobiology at Britain’s Uni-
versity of Manchester, believe microbes may 
play an outsized role in one of the most dev-
astating neurodegenerative disorders around: 
Alzheimer’s disease, which afflicted 47 million 
people worldwide in 2015. Last March, Itzhaki 
and a globe-spanning group of researchers 
penned an editorial in the Journal of Alzheimer’s 
Disease, imploring the scientific community to 
more seriously pursue a proposed link between 
Alzheimer’s and particular germs, namely her-
pes simplex virus Type 1 (HSV-1), Chlamydia 
pneumoniae and spirochetes—a diverse group 
of bacteria that include those responsible for 
syphilis and Lyme disease. The unusually direct 
plea, for scientists at least, was the culmination 
of decades of frustration.

“There’s great hostility to the microbial con-
cept amongst certain influential people in the 
field, and they are the ones who usually deter-
mine whether or not one’s research grant appli-
cation is successful,” says Itzhaki. 

“The irony is that they never provide sci-
entific objections to the concepts—they just 

 belittle them, so there’s nothing to rebut!” 
It’s a frustration Itzhaki knows too well; in 

1991, her lab published the first paper finding 
a clear HSV-1 link to Alzheimer’s. Since then, 
according to Itzhaki, over 100 published studies, 
from her lab and elsewhere, have been support-
ive of the same link. Nevertheless, Itzhaki says, 
the work has received only a cursory nod from 
the greater research world and little funding. 
Out of the $589 million allocated to Alzheimer’s 
research by. the National Institutes of Health in 
2015, exactly zero appeared to be spent on study-
ing the proposed HSV-1 connection. 

HSV-1 is more often known as the version 
of herpes that causes cold sores. Nearly all of 
us carry the virus from infancy; our peripheral 
nervous system serves as its dormant nesting 
ground. From there, HSV-1 can reactivate and 

occasionally cause mild flare-ups of disease, typ-
ically when our immune system is overwhelmed 
due to stress or other infections. Itzhaki’s lab, 
however, found that by the time we reach our 
golden years, the virus often migrates to the 
brain, where it remains capable of resurrecting 
itself and wreaking a new sort of havoc when 
opportunity presents, such as when our immune 
system wavers in old age.

Her team has also discovered the presence 
of HSV-1 in the telltale plaques—clumps of pro-
teins in the nerve cells of the brain—used to 
diagnose Alzheimer’s. In mice and cell cultures 
infected with HSV-1, they’ve found accumula-
tion of two proteins, beta-amyloid and tau, that 
form the main components of, respectively, 
plaques and tangles—twisted protein fibers S
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SUGGEST A LINK  
BETWEEN ALZHEI-
MER’S AND HERPES 
SIMPLEX VIRUS TYPE 1.

+ 
SLOW KILLERS: 
Ruth Itzhaki is 
calling for more 
research on the 
role of microbes 
in Alzheimer’s 
disease.
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that form inside dying cells and are another 
defining characteristic of Alzheimer’s. Plaques 
and tangles, while sometimes found in normal 
aging brains, have been found to overflow in 
the brains of deceased Alzheimer’s sufferers; 
neuroscientists believe these protein accumu-
lations can cause neuron death and tissue loss. 
Itzhaki speculates that herpes-infected cells 
may either produce the proteins in an attempt to 
fend off HSV-1 or, because the virus itself com-
mands them to, the proteins somehow needed 
to jump-start the virus’s replication. 

Itzhaki, Gale and their colleagues emphasize 
that rather than being the sole cause of memory 
loss, slower reaction time or depression, viral and 
bacterial infections are likely just one ingredi-
ent in a soup of risk factors. But for Alzheimer’s, 
HSV-1 could be especially significant. Itzhaki 
has found that elderly people who 
carried both HSV-1 in the brain and 
the e-4 subtype of the APOE gene 
(responsible for creating a protein 
that helps transport cholesterol 
throughout the body) were 12 times 
more likely to develop Alzheimer’s 
than people without either. 

APOE-e4, which is already con-
sidered a significant risk factor for 
Alzheimer’s and thought to make 
us more vulnerable to viral infec-
tion, has also been linked to a greater risk of 
dementia in HIV-infected patients. In a 1997 
Lancet paper, Itzhaki’s group concluded that 
HSV-1 infection, in conjunction with APOE-e4, 
could account for about 60 percent of the Alz-
heimer’s cases they studied. Due to limited 
funds, however, her group was able to study 
only a relatively low number of cases.

“I think the proposed theory is certainly rea-
sonable given the supporting evidence,” says 
Iain Campbell, a professor of molecular biology 
at the University of Sydney. “What is difficult to 
establish here is actual causality.” 

It might be the case that HSV-1 and other sus-
pects aren’t responsible for the emergence of Alz-
heimer’s but are simply given free rein to worsen 
its symptoms as the neurodegenerative disorder 
weakens both the immune and nervous systems. 

Deciphering the relationship between these latent 
infections and Alzheimer’s will take more ded-
icated research, an effort that Itzhaki feels has 
been stymied by the persistent lack of resources 
available to her and her like-minded colleagues. 

“If more funding had been available, more 
information would probably have been obtained, 
providing even more supportive data,” she says. 
As things stand, though, she believes there is 
enough evidence to go ahead with treatment 
trials; for instance, giving Alzheimer’s patients 
HSV-1-targeted antivirals in hopes of slowing 
down or stopping the progression of the disease. 
She and a team of clinicians are trying to obtain a 
grant for such a pilot clinical trial to do just that.

Exasperated as Itzhaki has been, the head-
winds against her and those who share her 
beliefs about the brain are slowly dying down. 
In some cases, once-derided and obscure sci-
entists studying how infections affect the brain 
are now getting some financial support. There’s 
Jaroslav Flegr, for example, who has for decades 
theorized that T. gondii could alter human 
behavior and even cause certain forms of 
schizophrenia. In the wake of increased media 
attention, Flegr’s volume of work on T. gondii 
has noticeably stepped up as well. From 2014 

to 2015, he co-authored 13 papers on T. gondii, 
nearly twice the number he published the pre-
vious two years; the trend of increased T. gondii 
papers holds across all of PubMed, the largest 
database of published biomedical research 
available. “I have no serious problem with fund-
ing of my Toxo research now,” Flegr says. 

As of now, though, there have been no ulcer- 
related Sherlock moments to prove a link between 
mental dysfunction and latent infections—only 
indirect correlations clumping together to form 
a blurry snapshot of a potential crime scene. 
Which is why Gale and others recommend a wait-
and-see approach for the public, even as they 
acknowledge the potentially vast implications of 
their research. “I wouldn’t want someone to go 
out tomorrow and get a whole battery of tests,” he 
says. “There’s still a lot we need to understand.” 

T. GONDII COULD ALTER  
HUMAN BEHAVIOR AND  
EVEN CAUSE CERTAIN  
FORMS OF SCHIZOPHRENIA.
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+ 
LIKE MIKE: A Nike 
Air Jordan 1, the 
brand’s first model, 
released in 1985. 
Vintage models 
of the shoe can 
go for thousands 
of dollars online, 
but Ray Ramirez 
charges only $25 
to make them look 
new again.

TUCKED AWAY behind a modest storefront in 
Chicago’s Humboldt Park neighborhood, three 
20-something men and an old cobbler sit on 
wooden stools, working fixedly on several pairs 
of Nike Air Jordans. “We can’t keep up with the 
work!” says Ray Ramirez, owner of Red Star 
Cobbler, a shoe repair shop that specializes in 
restoring athletic sneakers to vintage form. 

Hailing from a long line of cobblers, Ramirez 
moved to Chicago seven years ago from Mexico 
City. He figured he’d make his living the way his 
family had made theirs: by making and repair-
ing dress shoes. “But it just happened!” he says 
of the way sneaker aficionados starting bringing 
in their prized footwear for meticulous cleaning, 
painting and re-lacing. Ramirez owns only six 
pairs of sneakers—modest compared with the 
“hoarders” who bring him their designer tennis 
shoes for revival, many of whom have hundreds 
of pairs. Ramirez estimates that over half of his 
business is now restoring Air Jordans. 

Once a niche obsession, sneakers are now big 
business. According to data from NPD’s Retail 
Tracking service, in the 12 months between June 
2014 and 2015, U.S. sneaker sales totaled almost 

$34 billion. With celebrities from Kanye West to 
Pharrell Williams now designing their own styles, 
sneakerheads have gone from a subculture to 
dominating the culture. The internet and the rise 
of social media have given them a platform to 
exchange info about their passion—release dates, 
Instagram photos—in addition to fueling a major 
resale market. “It’s super hard to get the coveted 
sneaker,” says Joe La Puma, a longtime sneaker-
head and host of the popular web series “Sneaker 
Shopping,” in which he picks out shoes with every-
one from Rick Ross to Marshawn Lynch. “Maybe 
it’s a monster that we created.”

Kixify, the world’s largest sneaker marketplace, 
currently lists shoes selling for tens of thousands 
of dollars, like a pair of retro Air Jordans recently 
listed for $23,600. 

For Ramirez and Red Star Cobbler, the concern 
is about getting to the stacks of unopened shoe-
boxes that line his store. He says he’s so backed 
up with business that even a regular repair quote 
often exceeds one month. Still, Ramirez charges 
only $25 for a basic sneaker cleanup (to his five 
employees’ chagrin). “I’m just too Mexican, bro,” 
he says with a laugh. “We just survive.” 

BY  
DAN HYMAN

 @dshyman

THE AIR APPARENT
Introducing a cobbler solely for kicks
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DOWNTIME/BOOKS

JOURNALISTS are the gym teachers of the liter-
ary trade, disrespected by their more artistic peers 
who get to dwell in the sanctified realms of poetry 
and fiction, or at least the truth-lite purgatory that 
is “creative nonfiction.” Even journalists hate 
other journalists, with Hunter S. Thompson derid-
ing the profession as “a cheap catch-all for fuck-
offs and misfits,” while doing his best to remake 
the craft with his gonzo theatrics. His voice and 
vision were original enough to dispense with 
genre conventions; so were those of New Journal-
ists like Tom Wolfe and Joan Didion.

But the average beat reporter isn’t likely to 
have the time or the expense account to head 
into the Mojave Desert with a saltshaker of blow 
or reflect languidly on Manson-era Los Angeles. 
The advent of the digital age, with emphasis on 
brevity and speed and Kim Kardashian’s ass, has 
ensured that no serious and sane person wants to 
be anywhere near a newsroom. Meanwhile, we 
fuckups and misfits cling to our bylines as layoffs 
fell colleagues and shutter storied institutions.

Dan Barry, then, is a nearly extinct species: a 
journalist who knows how to write, paying atten-
tion to each sentence with a novelist’s syntactic 
solicitude, eschewing the impulse to cram every 
paragraph with facts. His prose is instantly recog-
nizable, three parts outer-borough machismo, one 
part classical ballet, with no evidence of the dull 
journalese lesser scribes use to fill column inches. 
For most of the past nine years, Barry has written 

the “This Land” column for The New York Times, 
with the mission, by the paper’s description, to 
delve “into obscure and well-known corners of 
the United States.” This often involves journeys 
into the past, whether to visit the man who played 
the coroner in the Wizard of Oz in Penney Farms, 
Florida, or pay tribute to the last phone booth in 
Prairie Grove, Arkansas, but also into more imme-
diate examples of national imperfection, whether 
in police brutality or our treatment of the dis-
abled. His article, earlier this year, on the plight 
of the boxer Magomed “Mago” Abdusalamov, 
who suffered brain injuries during a fight at Mad-
ison Square Garden, is the finest blow-by-blow 
prose published in the Times in recent memory. I 
often think books I struggle to finish should have 
remained articles; this is one of the few articles 
that I want badly to become a book.

Barry does have a new book, and it is about 
damaged men, like poor Mago, failed and for-
gotten by society. The Boys in the Bunkhouse is 
based on a terrifically produced multimedia col-
umn he published in 2014. It is a story so unset-
tling you want to believe it is untrue: For more 
than four decades, as many as 60 men were 
forced to work at a turkey processing plant in 
Atalissa, Iowa. They lived together in a squalid 
1911 schoolhouse, earning as little as 70 cents an 
hour eviscerating turkeys, a job Barry describes 
as unstintingly miserable: “The din, the feath-
ers, the blood, the guts.”

BY  
ALEXANDER  
NAZARYAN

 @alexnazaryan

THE SLAUGHTERHOUSE
Dan Barry’s Boys in the Bunkhouse 
tells the unsettling story of disabled 
men treated for decades like slaves
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The men’s lives outside the plant were hardly a 
respite. After work, they would be “summoned to 
the gymnasium to be lectured by a supervisor on 
that day’s performance.” Those who’d committed 
errors were “made to stand in a corner of the gym. 
Sometimes, you’d see two or three of them with 
noses pressed against the cold wall, mortified.” 

Barry tells me he first learned about the story 
in 2013, when he saw that the men who worked 
at the Henry’s Turkey Service plant had been 
awarded $240 million in damages by the courts, 
four years after the house was visited by social 
workers and its occupants finally rescued. 

Barry interviewed about a dozen of the plain-
tiffs, 28 of whom live in Iowa and Texas and else-
where (four others have died). His book opens 
with the story of Willie Levi, who moves through 
the turkey plant “like some Astaire of slaughter.” 
Levi is one of the book’s few black subjects, but 
he otherwise shares a biography nearly identi-
cal with that of the other bunkhouse boys. All 
suffering from severe mental disabilities, they 
were plucked out of state institutions in Texas by 
T.H. Johnson, who thought that a life of menial 
labor on his turkey farm would give them the 
only meaning they could hope for in the modern 
world. Many agreed. Dr. Walter Alvarez praised 

Johnson’s program in a newspaper column: “A 
mentally retarded person is happiest in a job 
which does not require a lot of thinking and plan-
ning,” he wrote in the late 1960s.

In other words, none of this was secret. It was 
no secret either when the men were moved en 
masse to rural Iowa, a place to which they had no 
ties but where Johnson wanted to do business. The 
schoolhouse where they lived was a hovel filled 
with cockroaches. Though they were sometimes 
treated to prostitutes, they received no medical 
care. One of the turkey workers tried to escape 
(the degree of confinement varied over the years, 
as did the precise conditions of that confinement). 
He froze to death. One man who worked at the 
plant for 35 years left with $87.96 in savings.

“There were probably good intentions at play 
in the beginning,” Barry tells me. The people 
in Atalissa seemed to like the men and treated 

IT’S A STORY SO HORRID 
YOU WILL WANT TO 
BELIEVE IT IS UNTRUE.

+
DEEDS MOST FOWL:  
A social worker vis-

its a schoolhouse 
that for decades 

was used to bunk 
dozens of disabled 

men who worked 
at Henry’s Turkey 

Service in Atalissa, 
Iowa, until their 

2009 rescue.
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tell stories instead of merely reporting the news.
The Boys in the Bunkhouse is Barry’s fourth 

book. Pull Me Up was a memoir that dealt, in 
part, with his cancer diagnosis. Bottom of the 
33rd was about the longest game in baseball 
history, while City Lights collected his writings 
about New York. When we spoke, I told him that 
I wanted his next book to be about Mago, the 
comatose boxer. If he doesn’t write it, someone 
else will, and unless A.J. Liebling returns from 
the great beyond, the result will be inferior.

Barry says that today the subjects of Bunk-
house “are doing a lot better,” though he notes 

that many suffered from post-traumatic stress 
disorder when they were rescued. “These men 
were in various physical and emotional deterio-
ration,” he tells me. The schoolhouse where they 
lived has been torn down, while their $240 mil-
lion settlement has been significantly reduced 
in legal wranglings. Barry believes that none has 
received any compensation.

Barry wrote that while “Iowa raged and wept 
over the plight of the men from the bunkhouse, 
the victims themselves seemed to exist only in 
the abstract.” The Boys in the Bunkhouse is not 
just a book about the victims but also a book that 
turns those victims into real men. He has written 
them into history, as only a journalist could. 

them kindly, but they somehow never inquired 
too deeply about what went on high on the hill, 
sort of like the Poles during World War II who 
didn’t question the smoke arising from the 
barbed wire–enclosed camps in the woods. That 
only bolsters the famous Hemingway assertion 
that all wickedness arises from innocence. 

Barry treats the steady slide into hellish-
ness—one resident made to eat jalapeño pep-
pers, another to walk in circles while holding 
weights—without melodrama, but also without 
turning his book into a legal brief. The weight of 
his research is under the surface, never casting 
shadows over the lucid prose. And while Barry 
clearly conducted a thorough investigation, he 
makes no effort to downplay the work of the 
Iowa journalists who got the story long before 
he did. Social workers, too easily dismissed in 
the public imagination as myopic bureaucrats, 
were also on the case. One, named Ed George, 
typed out a furious report in 1974: “The idea of 
implementing any program like this in Iowa is 
obscene,” he wrote. “There is absolutely noth-
ing worth saving about their program.”

That program continued for another 35 years.
The Boys in the Bunkhouse eschews easy out-

rage while maintaining a moral purpose. It is 
evidence, in all the good ways, that Barry has 
not forgotten his education at St. Anthony’s, 
a Franciscan high school on New York’s Long 
Island. Not only because there is often a cru-
sading quality to his work but also because of 
the hard, Latinate grace that marks his prose, 
familiar to all who fought their way through the 
language’s ancient declensions. It is odd to say 
so, but this book about disabled men who gut-
ted turkeys is a pleasure to read.

Barry attended St. Bonaventure University, 
then worked as a journalist in Connecticut and 
Rhode Island, where he and other reporters won 
a Pulitzer Prize in 1994 for exposing corruption 
in Rhode Island’s courts. His road to the Times 
was long, but working at smaller outlets let him 
craft his voice, one free of paper-of-record pre-
tensions. It is a testament to his current editors 
that they have allowed him to use that voice, 
instead of burying it in a litany of to be sures and 
cannot help buts. That they have allowed him to 

THEY WERE SOMETIMES 
TREATED TO PROSTITUTES, 
BUT THEY RECEIVED  
NO MEDICAL CARE.

+
REMORSELESS: 
Kenneth Henry, 
co-owner of Henry’s 
Turkey Service, says 
he’s proud of how 
his company treat-
ed the men who 
lived for over four 
decades in squalor, 
processing tur-
key for a pittance 
before the state 
intervened.
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BY  
RYAN BORT

 @ryanbort

many ways of receiv-
ing entertainment and 
information. To me, it’s 
a glorious challenge. My 
show now is all about 
embracing technology, 
embracing the internet, 
embracing magic all 
around you. The magic 
doesn’t just happen on-
stage; it happens in the 
middle of the audience. 
We have spaceships fly-
ing over people’s heads 
and dinosaurs going 
into the sixth row of the 
theater. The language 
isn’t feathers, flowers 
and girls in tight dresses. 
It is a different kind of 
language, with stories 
that are about family and 
things that will resonate. 
Now that everyone has 
their technology in their 
hands and in their pock-
ets, it’s a real challenge. 
You try to make the mag-
ic happen within that, 
using those things. 

act, Copperfield is in the 
credits as a producer and 
promises “many new 
layers” for magic fans to 
sift through. Newsweek 
caught up with Copper-
field fresh from a trip to 
his private islands—yes, 
plural—in the Bahamas to 
talk about H. Res. 642 and 
magic in the modern era.

Why does magic need  
to be  recognized 
by the federal 
 government?
It wasn’t  until the ’80s 
that theater was deemed 
an art form in our law 
books. Theater, ballet and 
jazz—all three were con-
gressional resolutions. 
[The magic resolution] 
isn’t about trying to get 
governmental funds, like 
some people say. What it 
does do is, if somebody is 
creating magic and creat-
ing new ideas, and those 
ideas are stolen, that 

person can go to court to 
try to protect their rights. 
They’re trying to feed 
their family with their 
creation, and they can say, 
“Look, our government 
says this is an art form. 
It’s not just a hobby; it’s 
not just this little pastiche 
that we’re doing. It’s a real 
art form.” It’s going to 
help when young people 
are seeking grants from 
corporations or founda-
tions to study magic. If 
Congress says it is a real 
thing, it is a real thing.

A lot of people still 
think of rabbits in hats 
and people getting 
sawed in half. How has 
modern magic evolved 
beyond that?
In the ’50s and ’60s, we 
thought, Oh my God, 
there’s so much clutter! 
The TV! The radio! Now 
there are 10 times the 
channels and 10 times as 

IT’S BEEN A WHILE 
since David Copperfield 
pulled off an illusion 
on the scale of walking 
through the Great Wall of 
China or making the Stat-
ue of Liberty disappear, 
but he’s keeping busy. The 
most successful magician 
of all time performs over 
500 times a year in Las 
Vegas and recently was 
part of an effort to per-
suade the federal govern-
ment to recognize magic 
as an art form. In March, 
Representative Pete Ses-
sions of Texas dropped 
House Resolution 642 
before Congress, which 
aims to ensure magic is 
“preserved, understood 
and promulgated.” Cop-
perfield, a driving force 
behind the bill, is listed as 
an example of the heights 
that can be attained 
through mastery of the 
discipline.

If the government 
needs additional con-
vincing, Now You See Me 
2, the sequel to 2013’s 
hit magic-fueled thriller 
inspired by Copperfield’s 
theatrical stage shows, is 
in theaters June 10. For 
the franchise’s second 

DAVID COPPERFIELD
TWO QUESTIONS WITH 

The legendary illusionist on producing a movie 
and the challenges of keeping magic magical
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THERE ARE MANY reasons to hate Gwyneth Pal-
trow: the Oscar she won before she was 30, the 
looks she has kept past 40. We miserable mor-
tals divorce; she “consciously uncoupled” from 
Coldplay singer Chris Martin. She is friends with 
Jay Z and Beyoncé, happily inserting herself into 
their marital joys and woes. She writes cook-
books that have names like It’s All Easy and It’s 
All Good. Looking at Paltrow’s healthful, tanned 
visage on the covers, you might believe as much. 
Except she might order from Katz’s Delicatessen 
when she is in New York or sip a whiskey when 
she’s on an overnight flight. You can imagine 
her squeezed into a Delta coach seat, downing 
lukewarm Jameson from a plastic cup. Except we 
both know that’s not how Gwyneth gets to Paris.

Here’s another reason to hate her: There is only 
one building in San Francisco designed by Frank 
Lloyd Wright, and it temporarily belongs to Pal-
trow. It is being rented by her luxury lifestyle com-
pany, Goop, which she started in 2008: She did 
one film in 2015, the lamentable Mortdecai, her 
screen career increasingly resembling the stuff 
VH1 documentaries are made of. She has gone 
from celluloid to cellulite treatments, and though 
Goop was reported to be in debt a couple of years 
ago, Paltrow has a net worth of $60 million, which 
means you can put your charity dollars elsewhere. 
There must be some nonprofit that educates the 
public about massaged kale. Or there should be.

Because we have agreed to hate Paltrow, I’d 

BY  
ALEXANDER  
NAZARYAN

 @alexnazaryan

THE BEAUTIFUL AND THE GOOPED
Gwyneth Paltrow, famous actress  
and wellness scold, brings her $300  
decorative tassels to San Francisco
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CONFLATIONARY 
SPIRAL: Goop 

is in a building 
designed by Frank 
Lloyd Wright: star 

meets starchitect.
+

love to tell you that she has desecrated the Wright 
space, plastering her face everywhere. This is not 
the case, it is my duty to report. The Gooping of 
140 Maiden Lane has been a respectful act. The 
spiraling interior—a prototype for Wright’s vision 
of the Guggenheim Museum in Manhattan—is 
uncluttered, the merchandise pushed largely to 
the sides. If you’re going to hate Paltrow, hate her 
for the ease with which she has coupled herself to 
Frank Lloyd Wright. Star, meet starchitect.

Goop MRKT comes to San Francisco at a time 
when the city has become the shimmering cru-
cible of American inequality, with homeless 
encampments in the shadows of row houses 
that accrue several million dollars of value each 
time they are flipped. Hence the security guard 
who patrols the arched entrance to Wright’s 
building, ensuring that none of the city’s noi-
some realities intrude on the well-heeled shop-
pers, most of whom look as if they’ve arrived, via 
Lexus SUV, from the suburbs of Marin County. 
The rest are tourists, there to catch a glimpse of 
Gwyneth and gawk at ceramic cookware more 
expensive than many a domestic flight.

Paltrow has not always been the best advocate 
for her brand, in part because of ill-advised out-
bursts of honesty. “I am who I am,” Paltrow once 
said. “I can’t pretend to be somebody who makes 
$25,000 a year.” At Goop, you never have to, not 
as you regard your splendid self in a $2,922 golden 
mirror that, like everything else about the Goop 
brand, is an expensive affirmation that your life is 
nearly as perfect as Paltrow’s. The keys to luxury 
are yours. Once you’ve attained them, be sure to 
attach them to a $250 Stella McCartney pineapple 
key ring. Accept no imitations, like the $5 ones you 
can probably buy in Chinatown three blocks away.

The store’s employees are much younger than 
its customers. They wear white shirts and off-
white aprons. They look as though they might refill 
your prosecco flute or perform major surgery. I 
would not be surprised if they could do both, such 
is the cheery competence they radiate. They all 
obviously could see I was an imposter, and though 
I do not think they suspected me of stealing, we all 
knew that I was like a novitiate in an inner sanc-
tum where he did not belong. If life is a series of 
acceptances, then I have come to accept that my 
head will never rest on a $175 “stone linen” pillow.

The merchandise suggests Goop is an ancient 
Saxon word for “expensive, useless shit.” There 
is a drawstring cloth bag, “made exclusively for 
Goop,” for $58. The bag is used to store chargers, 
which you know because the bag says so in plain 
blue lettering: “Chargers.” You could use it for 
other purposes, but only if you’re willing to incur 
Paltrow’s wrath. So chargers you will store in your 

Parker Thatch Charger Drawstring Bag, peon.
There are also weird conical candle holders, pil-

lows of dull ochre and an oversized wine glass for 
those exasperated by the act of pouring a second 
glass, or a seventh. Paltrow’s vision reaches for a 
healthful paradise of comforts in the French coun-
tryside, but the Gooped household that coalesced 
in my mind was an airless suburban manse north 
of New York City. A house in which no children 
laugh, no love is made and nobody ever fries thick 
strips of bacon. There are wine glasses, but you 
may only drink seltzer out of them. The pillows 
are too precious to touch. Once in a while, though, 
Paltrow shatters her own illusions: The children’s 
clothes section consists of run-of-the-mill Old 
Navy threads, made in South Asian factories, by 
people who might disagree with Paltrow about it 
all being easy, and it all being good.

As a matter of fact, much of what Goop sells can 
probably be bought elsewhere, but that’s beside 
the point: You don’t skip church just because you 
can read the New Testament in your basement. 
The point of visiting the Goop outlet in San Fran-
cisco is to bask in Paltrow’s golden glow, to have 
her wisdom conferred upon your lowly self, what 

with your dry skin and high cholesterol and pil-
lows from Target. Buying from Paltrow is sort of 
like voting for Trump: It doesn’t matter if what she 
says about vitamin D is true any more than it mat-
ters that Mexico will never pay for a border wall. It 
is not a buying of but a buying into, a yearning for 
a kind of transcendent glory that they have and we 
do not. Such yearning is immune to reason.

Along one wall, there is a nature morte painting 
of some foods against a stark black backdrop. I 
have been discomfited by still-life paintings ever 
since I learned—at a Guggenheim exhibition, as 
a matter of fact—that the painter is often trying 
to communicate the impermanence of earthly 
things by showing those things (flowers, cuts of 
meat) in their prime, right before they start to rot. 
Here, in this temple of life lived in bountiful sun-
shine, was a reminder of the oblivion that awaits 
us all. Except maybe for Gwyneth Paltrow. 

THERE MUST BE SOME  
NONPROFIT THAT  
EDUCATES THE PUBLIC  
ABOUT MASSAGED KALE.  
OR THERE SHOULD BE.
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 “We had the 
idea that 
[Barry] 
Goldwater’s 
nomination 

just couldn’t happen, 
and therefore we played 
around like a bunch  
of kids with stuffed  
rabbits and tricycles.”

AN UNNAMED “KNOWLEDGEABLE REPUBLI-
CAN POL” REFLECTS ON THE DISARRAY  
WITHIN THE REPUBLICAN PARTY AFTER  
THE NOMINATION OF BARRY GOLDWATER

JUNE 6, 1966


